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Young Wild West and the Servians
-OR-

THE SHOT THE SAVED ·A GENERAL
By AN OLD SCOUT
UIIA.PTER I.
Y01JN(l WILD W::l:,,T IN AUSTIUA.

Young ,v11c1 West had left France for n. while and joined
the sllow, which was in camp a few miles from Berlin, Germany.
It harl llec>n C'Omparatively easy for the young deadsbot to
trav<•l to the big German capital. since he had not only
won the Kaiser's favor, holding a royal document that
would permit him to go and come with the companions who
chose to follow him in his continued search of excitement
and adventure in the great war zone of Europe. but be bad
rnved the life of Crown Prince Frederick Willlelm at a
battle on the I!'rt?nch frontier.
\Vitb such an acllievement to his credit, it was small wonder that he should have considerable ot a "pull" in the German Empire.
After two clays at the camp 1Vild decided tllat it was out
of the question to run the big- show for a while, so be began thinking- of where he should go next.
"I'll tell you what we'll do. boys,'' he '.;aid. speaking to
liis two partners, Cheyenne Charlie aucl ,Jim Dart, as they
were about to retire on the second night affor their return
to tlle camp, "we'll just take a ri(le into Berlin the first thing
to-morrow morning and try and learn something about 'the
war. Then we will pick out a place to go to, and we'll strike
out just as soon-as the girls can get rcao.57."
"That'::; it, v'i'ilcl!" the scout exc_l.aimetl. "We've seen them
fellei:s tlley call the Allies fight the Qemrnns, an' I reckon
we know that they undP;:stn.nd their hnsiness putty weil.
8nvvuse we go an' $CC i::ome of the other foreigners flgb.t.
Illame<1 if I wouldn't lilte to lJave a lo~k at tlie Ausbians au'
f<erYinns, an' the Ilus:.;iaus, too. Ttyey ~artinly llave bren
makin' things hnm over that way. ff what w-e've heard is
true.··
I
"By jingo!" exclaimed the :vouuf deaclsbot. nodding approyingly. ·•r reckon you hit it. C1!arlie. vVe'!l see about it
when we go to the city in the rnorn~ng. ·•
The Rcout drew l1i1nseif up prouJ.1:v. anu. tlJen after shooting a glance at Jim Dart, be nocld(?d to Wild and said:
"That wns jest wh!lt I was thlnkfn', ,vnd, an' I'm mighty
glan that i1 sortr,•· strikes you righx.'. ·•
·
"Oh, you an• 1,\,t Jacking for ideps. Cliarlle," was the smiling reply. "If we can only mak~ arrungements to get oyer
Into Austria and take om· hor!'ics wttl1 UR it will he nll right.
,ve'll ~ee aboul it in 11te ruqrniug.,i'
·
''TlJe troubie starLed over thnU· w,1r. from all accounts,''
Jim Dart observed. "A youug S6rvian assassinated a prince,
'1

I
(

or some one belonging to the royal family, and that "·as 1.lle
means of getting all Europe iuto a big war. I ba,e heen
thinking that it would be a good iclea to get over that way
myself."
"It's all right, .Jim. Say no more abollt it. Don't forget
that we always need sleep wlJen night comeR. and WC' ~pould
mnlrn the best of it when we are pretty sure tht.t no inb,,tPrence will come. Right here we are as safe from di:;turhauce
as we could possil1ly be."
Early the J'ollowing morning Young Wil<l V.'e,:t an,l his
partners left tlJeir tent.
It waF rather quiet in the big camp. since the sun bud not
yet slJowecl itself.
The Iudians, cowboys. rough rirlerr. nn,1 other members of
the show bad no real cnuse for ri~ing very early.
The fact was they were putting an idlr> time of it. nm\
were quite ·willing to recei,e the rec1uctiou in their pay, sin.:e
there was 110 business being done with the show.
Of course this wa:; quite n drain upo:t 1he tre:Bur;:. lmt
tll0~· had made piles of monc~, 1VlJile the show was hcing exhlb,l,tcr1, nncl as the ;rnung deaclRhot nud his partner,; had blg
inconws from the mii:<>s tlJey owned m.Jrl were interested in
the "'estNa part or t1H' Uniten Stntc!;. they cared little e,en
though tlJey should lose mont'Y lly making the -venture to
eome to Europe with the big \Yiltl West show.
Sin<'e they were there and caught in the war, tbey were
bound to have a good time.
What they c-nlled 11 good time wns simply looking up all
the excitement and adYcnturc 1.Iiey could. 311(1 certainly they
were irr"the pro]Jer pJnce for it.
It 1':m; not long before the g;irls appeared.
Higl1t lJere we may as well mention that the gi:·Js consisted
of Arietta Murdock. the goh1en-hnired sweetheart of Young
Wild West: Anna. tlJe ,Yife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise
Gardner, Jim Dart's S'\Veetheart.
·
It was selclom indeecl tlJat tlJe young clendsbot nnd his partners went on a trip "·ithout faking them along.
Then. too, there was another who ba~ n"t yet been mentioned who invariably accompanied them.
This was Hop Wah, the deYer Chine,>, so called lle<'rnrne
1JC was a brilliant sleight-of-hand performer, a born pr:.ir ,i"al
joker, and adapted to al'\Vays doing tlJe right thing nt the
right time.
But so mucll ha~ 1.Jeen ,,ritten of our elinrncters that it is
not 1wcessary to llesf'ribe tllem any further.
,vhen the young cleadshot toh1 the girl~ at br0ukfast that.
he was going to rille over to Berlin that morning ,ill{] tr.i and
make arrangements so they might journey over to that part
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of the SC>at of war where the Austrians were engaged w1th
Servi:\ and Hussin, they seC>med somewhat please-d.
Danger was something they little thought of. and this was
prohah!y dur to the fact that they had p;lssed through so
muc.:h during their adventurou;s l':ireer ln the '\\'iM West of
An10riea, tlwt thC>y really felt that it was a second nature for
them to 'pnrtieipate In scenes ,vhere thrills aud hair-breadth
.
esc:a11e~ prl'domina ted.
They talked it over briefly, and tl1e girls declared that they
woukl be ready whenever Wild said the word for them to
lean'.
'l'hey hnrl. just n bout finish Pd breakfast when Hop Wah
came ~trol:ing to the spot wbHe they were sitting on camp
Ftnoh; before a rougll board table.
"YC'ily nicee morning, so be," he obser,ed, at the same tlm1:1
bowing lo oriental fashion and smiling In his usual bland
way.
"Hight ron are. Hop," the young deadshot answen>d, and
then looking nt him steadily for a nrn,rn.ent. he added:
"How about a lonp; ride on a railroad train to another part
of thi:,; h!g country where thP war Is going on, Ho11?"
"L.at allee light, ::\Iisler Wild. Me no likee stay here, so
bC>," nnrl the Cllinaman shrugged his shoulders and appeared.
to be disgusted.
"All right, then. You shall go with us, of course."
"Go 01i um lailload, eh, :llisler 'Wild?"
"We'll have to, I suppose, for it is doubtful it we could
manage to push through on horsel.oack for the discance we in• tend to cover."
·• ,,·here you go, :IIisler '\Yilrl ?"
"I don·t know just yet, but probably away back into Russin."·

"Lat velly glPat country, so be. :lfaybe you go l!Uee further
and pletty soonee you comee to China."
"I haruly think we'll get a11)·w1Jere near China. Hi>p."
''.\ akee plenty money ,..,.1th um b!gee show if you go to
Chit,, lllisler Wild."
·• ,.'het up, hc:lthen," Cheyenne Ch~1.rlie exclaimed . . "What
are you tryin' to give us, anyhow? Why, people in China
aiu't got enough money to live on, much less put up fifty
cents or a dollar to see a Wild West show."
"Wt albe light, Misler Charlie. China velly gleat counbe. :-.re likee ,elly muc:hee."
t .
"It n blamed wonder you didn't stay there, then."
Ch, lie was always rendy for nn argument with the clever
('ltlnce, and seeing that he was about to get a little excited
o,er it, his wife prom_ptly intervened.
"Keep still," she said, half angrily. "You arc always ready
to quarrel -with llop. It matters not what the subject is, but
you ne,er can :1gree with him."
"I'rl. like to know who C'Ould agree wltb him when he says
Clllna is a gn•at country, an' that our show would make heaps
of money there."
But he sa in no more to Hop just then, and after the Chinamun had a<,ke<l a few questions without really getting any
fmtber infonuntion, be declared th.at he was roore than willIng 1o accompany them.
Ri:t the faet wns tlJnt he ·would ba,e gladly accompanied
tllem to any part of the world, for he _had been so Jong with
the pnrty tbnt lie had become n fi:dure to it.
Half nn hour Inter Young \\ ilcl \Yest and his two partners
sacl<lled their borsN1 nud left the camp, riding straight for
the t,ig capital of the Uermnn Empire.
As they hnd always done, they went in ~eir \\'ild West
costumes, and the people who Ji, ed on the orthkirts of Berlin
h::id become so u::;ed to seeing them that they paid no further
attPntiou than to look at them with :;something like admiration
as they went by.
After being halterl. two or thr<'e times by officers of the
Hl'llly. onr three friend~ reached. the 'office of the Americ.::rn
Embni;sr.
Hr hncl just arrived, arnl after greeting them pleasantly,
lie sa.id:
""• 11. .c:entlcmen, wllnt i!i. the request this morning?"
•· r don't know ns we ha Ye mt;cl1 of a request to make, :llr.
G( rard " the young deadsllot nn~WL'recl, smilingly. "But we
11.1,-,. made up our minds that we are going to make a trip
OY<'I' luto .A ustriu."
·· rt ill br rather dang-crons, I tl,luk," and the face of the
emb:•s,y took on a serious expre~:sion.
··Tl ut is jt1:'t what we wnnt. You ou;;ht to know us "·ell
enou1,:.h for t 1Jat."
.. YP. , 1 km, ·. Just tell me w bat I can do for you, and I'll
lose no time about it -

".\.ll right. You can help us a little. I suppose. I want to
meet the ro,val secretary as soon as possible."
Arubassudor Gerard smiled.
"I rather think,'' he said. ~pealdng slowly, "that you bnve
us much pull with that lndiviclual as I have. Probably a
little more."
"I don't know about that. But a letter from you will make
it look right, anyhow."
"You shall have It."
Ten minutE>s later Wild had the necessary letter in his
possession, and then after bidding tlle man who represented
th~ir own country In Germany good-morning, they set out
for the office of the royal secretary ot' the Kaiser.
Luckily they fournl him in, thoJJgh there were several in
advance of them waiting for an audience.
But Wild mnnaged to get thr a.mbassador·s letter sent in,
and the result was that they were promptly permitted to enter the office.
It was a cordial greeting they received. for eertalnly the
royal secretary had learned how the young deadshot bad
saved the life of the CrO'l\,'ll Prince in the big battle on French
soil.
"Any request that can possibly be granted you shall haYe,"
he assured them.
When Wilrl. stated that they wanted to find transportation
to Austria the secretary smiled and quickly wrote out the
necessary paper, not .forgetting to put the royal seal upon it.
But when he was informed that they wanted to go by rail
and take their horses with them, be thought for a moment
and thE>n did some more writin;::.
"Take this to the officer in charge at the main depot," he
said. "I imagine that it will not take you long to make tlle
arrangements you desire."
Wild thanked him, and then after bMYing In th1> royal
style, for they believed, as the old s,1ying Is. that "when
in Rome you must do as the Romans do," they retired;
and after making a few purchases in the stores they proceeded direct to the railway station.
They bad to wait over an hour before they found the proper
official, but once they did it did not take loug for them to fix
lt up so tlley could leave by a train the following day at
noon for Vienna.
'\Vb~n they got there they would have to transfer in order
to get to the real fighting zone.
So much of their time had been taken u11 that they 1Ue a
lunrh at a restaurant, and did not return to the camp until
about the middle of ,the afternoon.
They found the girls waiting for them eagPrly, 1tnd as they
started to tell them ot the success they had met with Hop
Wah suddenly nppeared, for he was always on hand.
Bn none Oi: them thought anything of this.
Hop was to nccompany them . so he might as well know all
about the arrnrn?ements that bad been made.
owever, it nE>ver took the girls very long to make themselves reacl for n journey, so 1t was deubly sure that when
\\'ild and hi! partners mounted their horses to ride into Berlin they would h • right on the spot.
'!.'hey J~ft rather early the next morning, for they knew it
would take ·orne tim to get the horses into a car nnd to pack
the citmplng outfit tlley proposed to take with them.
They nrri\·ed at the depot two hours before noon, and
found four minc,r officers of the army waiting to receive
them.
Half au lJonr la le; the ear that bad been assigned to them
containetl th i;: hol'ses and belongings, ,,,-bile thl'y were given
seat,,; in a prjn1te ,·om1Jartment.
Attac.:llecl to the tr: in \~ ere a number of cars to con,ey
troop:'1 into _\u. triu, t1ut this mattered little to our fricml:::,
though nnturally It would not be a Yery fast train.
Tile hc!',t part ol' It ail. a!-1 some migllt say, was that it
did not cost a dollar for, the tronsportation.
But this "as dVl' to th fri•'ndship of the Knh,er anrl the
Cro"·n Prinee, for lt S?l•1petl th, t the ma;::ir' word hnd pas~w<l
all along tile line, and 1,lh' .\mrrieans were to be treated ::s
if they were members of. the royal family.
\Vild wouhl have lntl<'h llkr•cl au autlicn"e with the Kni~e-r
while he was iu Bc-rl\11, bu! it havpcneJ that Ile hnd. gone to
the front.
Tith, wus not IJec· u~e J " li.td lH'Pn p1•omi$ecl h~.- the Crown
PrL1ce that he would n cil·e· au iron cros~ for the i.:rcat
service be hn,1 rendPred 1 111 lite l1attletirld In Frnr,ce: hut
he ha,1 forrnl'tl a likiub for the l'(nperor wiJo ltacl treated him
In sud1 a (kmorratir way .
The ricle to Vic111 1 "·.,s Sl•mc ·hat tecliouti, but once they
~ot there the car containing _ho horses was run UDOn a sidini:,
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and the young deadshot was informed that it awaited his the Servians were advancing straight to the border ten miles.
orders.
to the left of the city of Belgrade.
. After holding a consultation with his partne-rs and the
"I reckon we ha,e got to get busy. boys, and there must
girls, the younp; deadshot def'ided that tbey would remain be no delay about it," WiW said to Charlie and Jim. "Now
over night in Vienna, and then set out for Belgrau.e in the then, we'll do our first sco.uting in tl1is part of the country.
vicinity of which considerable fighting was being d~ne just Come on. Let's get the horses ready."
th~n.
"Belgrade is in Servia, Wild," Arietta said, somewhat surprised when he told her what be proposed to do.
CHAPTER II:
"I know it, little girl. Of course I don't mean that we
shall Janel directly into the city. The chances are we will
be compelletl to stop .before we get clirectly upon the border
, SAVJNG A SERVIAN AND HIS WIFE.
1
of Austrla-.Hungary. But we'll have a chance to see what
there is in Belgrade before we get through and you can bet
Young Wlld W;st and his partners found the horses in exon it."
'
cellent condition, even though they had suffered considerable
·
'I'he officials seemec1 somewhnt surprised when they learned of a jolting during th-- long railway journey.
where the party wished to go.
.Natura.Hy they were feeling a little spirited, but all of them
It was right near the fighting lines, and probably they . were trained so thoroughly that they had no difficulty in manthought it unwise for them to proceed there.
aging thetn.
However, no suggestlons were made to the contrary, and
The· girls followed the three to the stable, and whlle tho
in due time they were all riding upon the train which would horses were being saddled ready for a. ride toward the scene
bring them as far as they could get to the border line of where the fighting had atarted, they listened and could hear
Servia.
the rattling of rifle shots.
Hop Wah hlld chosen to rlde in the car that contained the
The farmer who had given them accommodations at his
horses and supplies.
pla.c e was much e::!l:cited.
There was a caboose attached to it, where two men who
He was a rather old man and somewhat crippled, but with
were experienced train hands bad charge.
·
flashing eyes he declared that he wanted to join the soldiers
Neither of Uiem could speak EngUsh, but Hop got along and force back the enemy.
ni.c ely with them just the sam~;~nd before the journey was
Arietta turned to him kindly and made him understand that
ended he hnd taught them llow -~ play draw poker, being so it would be out of the question for h.lm to think of such a
successful s.s to win all the money they had.
,
thing.
They said nothing about their loss until the car was run
She bad already learned that he had three sons in the
upon a siding lu a village which was but a few miles from army, as well as a grandson, and she now assured him that ,
th e Servian border.
that was quite enough to represent hlm.
Then they .held a conference unknown to the Chlnam11-n, · The old fellow· became pacified, and when his gray-haired·
and the result was that both demanded the money he had wife came out just as the young deo.dshot and Ilia partners
won from them.
mounted thelr horses she smiled approvingly and made Arietta·
This Lappened just as Wild and Charlie were approaching . understand that she -thought the Americans were going to
the car to have a look at the horses and see if they were all help the people of her country fight off the invadel'S.
right.
When she learned that this was not the case, but that they
'.'.:Pbe heathen's in trouble with tnem two fellers, Wild," were simply go.Ing to be witnesses of the fighting, sll'e seemecl
Oheyenne Chllrlie said, nodding as if he expected just such surprised.
a thing wo-uld happen. "They're what they cflll the guards,
It was really dlfflcult to make her understand everything
an' had charge of the car with the horses an' other things they said to her, but finally she gave a nod and then taking
tn it."
her husband by the arm. started baclc to the house.
"He's· in trouble, all right, but I reckon we'll soon settle
The girls wa~·ed an adieu to the young cleadsbot and his
It." was the reply.
partners, and. giving them the nssurauce that they would
Then the young r1eadshot . hurried forward, and touching not run into any unnecessary danger, tho three went gallopone of the men 011 the shoulder. said, !n as good German as ing a.way, Wild leading on his sorrel stalllou Spitfire.
he could command:
As our friends had been wearing their Wild West costumes
"'Vllat's the matter. Ras the OhinamA.n done anything e-ver sinco they had been in filurope, it was not strange that
wrong?"
they should excito a lot of. curiosity among tbe people wherBotb of them declared that he had che~t~d them at cards, ever they went.
_....- ,,,..fUJd lrnd won all their money.
·
They caITied the!r revolvers and bunting-knives, too, and
"Ah!" ' Wild said, when he understood them thoroughly. though they were not suppol'led to have revolvers loaded with
"Nothing strange In that-, eh, Hop?"
anything more than blank cartridges, they always managed
·'Lat light, J\Iif:;ler Wild.
Me velly smartee Chi.nee.. Me to keep a supply of the real article about them.
giYee uru mQney bnck velly muchee qulckee."
,, .
Adjoining the farmer's property was a rather long strip
Then much to the sur1wlse of the two guards, who had so of woods that contim1ed on down to a creek or small river
easily beC'ome the heafhen·s victims, their money was passed which flowed from the marshes directly on the Serv!an
oYer to them, while Hop smlleu in a kindly way.
border.
Apologies were in order then, and the two dld not hesiIt was in this direction that the fighting was now in protate to make them.
gress.
,Tim nnd the girls came along just about as the matter was
When the three had cove,red about a mile they ca.me upon
amicably settled, and when they learned of what Hop ha<il. the advance guard of a regiment of Austrians that was makbeen up to during tbe journey from Vienna, they shook their t;ig a short cut acrose the farming district.
heads rind were somewhat Indignant.
Wild promptly got his official documents ready, for he knew'
"If he keeps on acting that way you had better send him they would be halted.
back to the camp," Arletta said, looking at Wild and acting
Then he turned to his partners and said:
very much as if she m0a,9.t it.
''B:oys. we may as well stop right here at this· crossroad,
"Lat allee light, Mlssee A.lletta. Me no do somethling ll.l!.ee and walt till those fellows come up."
lat some more, so be. Me velly ·goodee Chinee. Me go to
It wa£ not long before the captain of the advance guard
Sunday-school !n 'Flisco, aud me ' no forgli."tee."
rode up to them and after showing coll8lderable surprise de~
They w?re compelled to laugh in spite of themselves, for manded ot them In German to explain their presence there.
the Chinaman had such an innocent way about him. which
The young deadshot coolly answered him rather briefly,
was only skin-deep, hcrwever, as. they well knew, that it Wall and then presented the royal document that bad been of so
Impossible t'or thew not to s10lle, even if they could prevent much value to him since he had been in Q;,rmany.
themselves from laughing outright.
The captain read the contents carefully, and then bowed
In due time the horses were taken from the car and pl.aced as it ln apology.
in a stable that l>elonged to an Austrian farmer. wb!ch was
But at the same time it seemed that he could not unde,rlocnted about half a mile from the railroad track.
stand why it was possible that the three Americans should
'['hen our friends soon found P.ccommodations.
have so much ll.berty right 1n the fighting zone.
But they had barely settled down to think over what they
However, they were permitted to go their way; so they
•hould do next when the startlinz newi reached them that rode along with the advance guard Wltll they came to tho
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top of a high hill that overlooked the low land and the marsh voice, as he galloped up and brought Spitfire to a llalt. "What
are you fellows trying to do? Stop it, you brutes."
in the distance.
Wild spoke in Gerruan, for he bad gl.'adually come to pretty
It was now eleven o'clock in the forenoon, and was a bright
well master the language.
sunshiny clay.
But it happened that neither of the men could unclerstand
On the higher land to the ri ght of the long, low stretch of
marsh the lines of the adva.nci:rtg Servian army could be very much of what ho said, though of course they must have
known pretty well that he wanted them to stop the cruelty
seen stretched.
_Thr, burnishings of their equipments flashed in the sun they were practicing upon the man and woman.
Wild knew right away that th ey were nothing more than
here ancl there, and though they wci;e fully five miJ.es away,
our friends could distinguish the forms of the soldiers quite ordinary infantrymen, and even though the man and woman
might belong to one of the countries opposing them, they
plainly.
Already the major part of the Servian army bad reached h!,ld no right to do anything more than to make them prisoners and treat them properly.
the border.
A hoarse laugh sounded from one of the soldiers, who was
'I'bey were being stubbornly resisted by a rather small
army, certainly not numbering half as much as the would-be a burly six-footer, weighing over two hundred pounds, and
as if to sllow the contempt he felt for the Intruders, he deinvaders.
p1icked the woman upon the arm with bis sword,
liberately
our
when
though
well,
But no artillery was being used as
bloocl to trickle instantly.
the
causing
fightiug
the
of
friends finally came to a llalt to the right
This was eJJough for Young Wild West.
ground and looked back, they saw the heavy guns of the
Leaping to the ground with tile quickness of a cat, he
Prussians coqiing away back on the winding road.
upon the fellow. and wrenching the sword from his
sprang
said.
Dart
Jim
"Wild, we haven't got that fielcl-glass yet,"
he .knew what was happening, he flung him
"That's right," was the reply. "I never think of it only grasp before
deliberately struck him a terrific blow bethen
and
around
to
manage
when one would come in handy. I'll sec If I can't
the eyes with his clenched fist.
get one from an army officer. .Just leave it to me. But we tween
staggered the big Austrian, and if it had not been
have a pretty good view of what's going on over there. Noth- forBack
tree that was handy by he surely would have fallen to
ing but smokeless powder is being used. so there is no smoke the aground.
to interfere with the range ot our vision."
"':Vhoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow, wow!" shouted Cheyen&e
While the Austrians were being reinfOTced rapidly, more
as he swung himself from tile saddle. "vVe're in for
of the Servian troops were approaching, ancl when a big aCharlie,
sc1'immage, an' I'm mighty glad of it."
division of artillery suddenly appeared antl pausccl on a hill'.l'hon, thougll necessity hardly demanded it, he sprang upon
top, our fri ends knew that in a very short time there would
one of the soldiers and lrnocked him down with a swinging
be some bea ,y cannonading.
'.l'his proved to be correct, for forty minutes later tbe big right.
As be was turning to do the same to another, Wilcl held
guns of the Servians began belching forth strelj..)I).s of fire and
out sharply:
fearful havoc was done among the Austrian troops at the up his hand and called
"Stop, Charlie! Wait till we understand what this all
rear.
But it was not long before the fire was returned, and then means."right," was the reply. "But I reckon you know putty
"All
hoth sides became a little more cautious.
A big soldier stickin' a sword in a
·while they could not get close enough to see everything well what it means.
I reckon,
plainly, Young ·wild West and his partners certainly had woman's arm an' maldn' it bleed. That's enough, .
about as good a Yiew of the battle as any one could pos- for me."
,,,-"It's enough for me. too. But wait a minute."
sibly think of having.
two soldJers were awe-struclr, and neither of
other
'.rhe
even
For two hours they remained there on the little hill,
them made a move to resent what had happened.
though several times a misdirected shot whizzed over them
The peasant uttered a cry of joy when he realized that the
standwere
or landed within a hundred yards of where they
three newcomers wei·e taking his part.
ing near their horses.
Rushing to Wild, Ile f ell upon his knees before him ·and beI<'inally the right wing of ti.le Austrians spread out toward gan thanking him In a language that was strnnge to Wild's
them.
ears, for Ile knew then that he could hardly be an Austrian,
1
This meant that the fire of the enemy would be drawn even.
that way, so nodding to his partners, the young deadshot
the boy said as he looked at
English?"
speak
you
"Can't
.
said:
the man.
"Well, boys, I reckon we'll have to move on a little further.
"Yes, brave sir," was the whispered rep'ly. "But no more
As we are strictly neutral, it wouldn't do for us to be along- now. I must not. I am in disguise. I am a Servian, and the
sWe of the solcliers."
r ~
have found it out."
"Right you are, ,vnd," the scout answered. as 1le turned soldiers
any
have
we
as
know
don't
I.
friend.
my
right,
All
"Ah!
'
and mounted his borse. ·
right to interfere with such matters, but since you were be"Here ls a path running away down to the right toward ing
treated so roughly by tbese fellows, I reckon I'll have
the village," Jim spoke up, as he · leaped into the saddle.
take your part."
"We'll take the path, Jim," and so ,iaying the youno- dead- to '.l'he
man bowed bis thanks, and then rising to his feet,
"
shot promptly turned his horse to it.
his wife by the ,trm and started' toward the path.
They roqe on down the hill and soon found that the path took
At this the soldiers broke out into a tempest of angry
led through a strip of woods rathe;· close to the creek.
Anyhow, they were satisfied with what they had seen, and shouts.
fellow Wild had struck wi th his fist ran and picked
thought tlley would return to the farmhouse, since it was upThe
llis sword ancl waved it tbTeateningly as the boy barred
long past dinner;time and they w«re considerably hungry.
way of pursuit.
.Tust about lla,f-way to the village they beard shouts in theBut
the disguised Servian wa:s not going to leave in such a
tile woods to their left.
fashion as that.
ear~.
their
to
came
female
a
or
Tl!cn a scream in the voice
He turned and came back ·ancl hogan talkiug excitedly to
Always chivalric, the young deadshot and his partners were the soldiers, acting in a wa y that t old our fri ends plainly that
of course rea dy to lend assistauce.
1
he was protesting his innocence on the charge they bad made
A female in distress was sure: to call their attention in- against b!m.
.
st:u!tly.
The longer Wilcl let the soldiers keep on raving the more
soundecl.
The shouts continued, and thllJJ more screams
insolent they became.
Ridlug swiftly through the woods, Wild and bis partners
But he had no notion of punishing t hem any further just
two
came upon four Anstrian soldiers who were hanclllng
then. so he procluced the reliablo old ,document and showed
.
persons rather rougl!ly.
thelll the royal seal.
This had consiclerable eff Pct. and they at once became more
One " ·as apparontly a poor r;,easant, while the other was
civil.
no doubt bis wife.
But they were not going to let tlleir two prisoners get away
The t\rn were doing nothing more than to beg for mercy;
yet the four soldiers kept slappiug at them with their swords from them if they could help it.
One started to seize the disguised Servian, but Wild stepped
and .even pricking the skin of the man and drawing blood
forcing him to ipap about almost continually to avoid th~ between them.
"Stay where you are until we inYostigate," he saicl threatthrusts.
'
· "Hey, there'." the young deadsh.ot called out, in a ringing' e~inglY,.
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Then Charlie nncl .nm stepped up, so the four might not
leave tbe spot.
The woman was standing trembling with fear.
"I have an idea," be said, in a low tone of voice, as be
looked at the two sharply, "that you want to get over to the
protection of the soldiers of your country."
"Yes, yes," was the eager reply from the man.
''\-Vell, take my advice noel don't trv to do it now. Stay
right here on Au~trian soil for a whil~. You have been living here, I suppose."
'l'be man tlwn briefly Informed them that he was a very
rich man, nncl bncl long been a money-lender in the village,
gaining a handsome profit thereby.
Finding that a battle had started so near. be bad resolved
to leave Austrian soll and get Into Servin, but had been intercepted by the four soldiers while on the way.
For some reason the dif!'guise llad been penetrated.
"'lid thought a moment.
He felt sorry for the two, for he knew that If there were
many more such ruffians in the Austrian army they would
llardly g€'t across the border line alive.
"I'll tell you what you bad better do," he said. "You go
to the house ,-..-e are stopping at and stay th ere a while. Then
when things quiet down probably some one might help you
to get over into your own country."
Ile remembere<l the name of the farmer, and when he mentioned It tl11' two declared that they knew the tamlly well.
- ·Yon go direct there, then," Wild said. "Do as I say. I
am an American, and of course I am not taking part in this
war. But I have a strong sympathy for you, and I am going
to do this much, even if I fet into trouble for It."
The Servian quickly aeceptecl the cl€'cislon the boy made,
acting Yery much as if be felt it compulsory for him to do
as advh,ed.
Then taking bis wife by the arm, he started on through
the woods, and reaching the path, was quickly lost to view.
The four Austrian soldiers of course "·ould have followed
them if Cllarlie and Jim had not prevented them from doing so.
But there was something about the Americans that held
t.ltem in aw". ~n(l even though they expu1;tulated somewhat
, -l'Jwn '\ViM returned :ind lookecl at them smilingly, it amounted
to nothing.
"You fellows take my ad,lce ancl go on ancl joi11 your company," the young deadshot said.
v;·11nc l!is words were not understood, the motions he made
were, and rather reluctantly the four started off through the
woods.
"~ow then, boys," the youni;?; cleadshot salu, as he turned
nnd mountc<l Spitfire, "we'll follow nlong behind the man and
womau, ancl if it is necessary, we'll take them on our horses
an,l deliver them safely at the farmhouse. Come on."
They kept a watch o"n the Austrians, and finding that they
show"d no signs of pursuing the Servlan and his wife, they
cie on rln w n the path and soon overtook th(' two.
It took but a moment or two to persuade tl.Jem to ride wlth
them, so " ' ilcl took the woman on the horse with him, while
Jim p 0 rmittell the Servian to mount behind him.
Tilen they turned off in the direction of the quarters they
were occupying temporarily, ancl kePping away from the roa.d,
w€'re not long in arrl,:lig there.

CHAP'l'ER HI.
nop's

TWO SIIO'l'S.

Young Vi'ild '\Vest knew that It war. more than llkely that
tronhlP woulcl tome to him !'or what he had done in behalf
or the !'lt>rvi:rn and his "·ife.
But true to !tis nntur e, be was not one bit worried about it,
tru~ting to hi,; g-ood luck and ability to take care.> of himself
ul'ller .. ny :u1d 111! <'onditions to overcome any difficulty that
r (ght aris<'.
The c•sc-a11ed <·oupl<' "l'l'ere o,·erjoyed wlwn they reached the
house of the• f:tl'llll·l'.
.\ t Jirst they wen· uoi rf':·oD;nizerl hy the fnrme1· and bis
wi1't< on ncc·o1mt of their clisf(ui:;e, but it llap1,c·ned that the
Servinn l1ncl on<·e hc·fri€'11<lPcl him, ~o tJ1e O\\·nt·r of the place
willin;dr Pnong-11 Jl<'nnittc•cl tlwm to €'11tl'1· and take refuge
ther,•.
'\Vilcl exvlained ju~t wllat lrntl happt'ned, and thougl1 they
had tlH•ir 1·ear8, the farmer aml his wife ~eenwcl 1o think that
tlH young American v:as c:1pal.Jlt' of doing tl1ings in tbe rigbl
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way, so they let him go ahead }Vlth bis plans, and the result was that in a short time a scx:!uded part of the house
wa~ arranged so the Sen-i::m subjects might be hidden in
case the solrliers came there to look for them.
. The girls were ,ery in<lignaut when they hear(l the whole
story, for they considered It a great outrage for the four
burly Austrian_ soldiers to treat the prisoae1·s, especially the
woman, in such a C'ruel mamH,r.
Arietta took it on herself to question tile unfortunate Servian woman, ancl through the aid of the farmt•r's wife, who
understood considerable of that lnngua;.:e. she managed to
learn that the couple had lost mo;;t of thrir belongings as
well as the house they had occupied, which was quite a pretentious building In tbe heart of tho village.
They bad 11,ed there for many )'Pari;, leacling a very quiet
life, though the llusl;ancl bacl done much in the way of lending money and hacl accunrnlati'cl hiis interest from so doing.
tbus making him independent for tile rernninder of bis life.
But the war having broken out, tbings turnro against him,
ancl finally he knew it would not be- altoi.etiler safe to remain there, so be had chosen the manner of escape that has
already been dei::crlbed, only to meet with capture by the
four Austrian soldiers.
But Young Wilrl West and his p:J,rtuers had sa,ecl the two
for the time being, anyhow.
It seemed that the soldier<: hacl not taken the trouble to
make a. thorough search of the man and woman.
If they had clone RO they would cav€' found a very large
sum of money secreted allont each of them. for the clothing
they wore, though It was exactly like the garb of the common.
peasants, contained pockets in which sums of money were
concealed.
It was no-t until after be h:tcl enten a ilenrty clinner at tbe
farmhouse that Young Wild "'est lParned tbi,1.
Then he found that the name of tlw Servian was Ivan
Herres, and that his wife was named Theresa.
The couple had no children wllatever, but had distant relatives In Seryia and Hussin.
Ivan Herres did not state e:taC'tly lww be had learned to
speak the English lnnguage. but there w:1s one thing pretty
sure in the mind of our hero, aud 1hat was that the man was
well euucatcd.
IIad he bPen n poor peasant or some insignificant native of
Servin, the chancet; are he would not have been bothered by
the Austrlan sollli"rs.
But the fnet tl!at he was a rleh monev-leucle1· no doubt
made him conspicuous and arouserl the emuity of the natives
of the country hr ebose to make his home in.
Herres could not only R1wak Eng-llsh pretty well, bnt he
was fluent In .-\..ustrian, German, Rui;sian, and of course his,
01,n language.
This macle it possible for all those gathered at the farm- 1
house to understand each other, for tbe Serv!an acted as the
interpreter.
·wno Hnd his partners almost forgot about the battle that
was raging such a short distance away, so interested were,
they !n conversJng with the two escaped prisoners.
It was not until the middle of the afternoon that they again
thought of it, for the cannonading was something they had
become so used to that they scarcely noticed it.
Hop Wah came to them and reported that a patrol of Aus·
trian cavalrymen had haltecl in tile road not far distant from
the house, and after watching them for a minute or two, he
felt sure that they inten,lcd to visit it.
,vnc1 no sooner heard this than he !Jade Herres and his
wife to bide.
'rhen after cautioning the farmer and his wife not to net
strangely about the matter if inquiries were made. he lef1i1
the building, ~oiug- out by th<' l111<·k way.
Then• was :rn old-fashioned pkket fence running n,-ross the
front of the lot the house stood upon at the roadside.
There once had been a gate, but that had probably fallen
apart Ion~ ago. and no new one bad been made to replace it.
The young deaclshot walkecl leisurely to the gateway, followed l;y Arletta, ·who was bound to have n share in the adventure should one occur.
Cheyenne Charlie :mcl .Tim Dart went ns far as the corner
of the house aml ,mt do1n1 upon a rustic bench, while Anna 1
and Eloisc remnincn in the boas<, wltb the farmer and hlts
wif0.
IIop ·wait \\·aite(l a while near the kitchen door, and the.11 1
lighting a big black cigar, strollerl leisurely arou.urJ. to tlle
gateway, paying no attention to nny one.
'rlH' r·n1·nll'nnen we1·e still at a halt about two hundred,
feet tl•J\Yn tll0 ro:tll to tl1c right.
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They ::icted :i~ if they were waiting for some one, and
"Very well, lieutenant. Come right on In the house. ~'e'll
noticing this. flop "alked up to the youn" deadsllot and his help you search. If there are any spies under the roof, I am
sweethcn.rt and said:
sure we don·t want them there. "
"Ley w:rntee somebody comce to tf'llce whattee do, ~!isler
'l'be young deadshot was well satisfied that Ivan Herres
Wild."
an(] his wife were not spies, hut were being persecuted be"You have got that about rigilt, Hop," was the reply. cause of their nn.tionality, so with Arletta wallriug at bif> side,
"Jmlgiug by their equipments, there is no officer there. Prob- he led the way to the fron·t door of the house.
ably they al'e wa!tlng for one to appear."
A kooc!, brought thP farmer's wife, und she opened the door
The words wt•re scarc~ely out of the bo:v's mouth when the und stood there trembling.
clntter of hoofs sounded, and th<'n they saw a horseman bearIn spite of what Wild had told her about being iudifferent,
In~ the insignia of a l1eute11a11t riding toward the' halted cav- the poor woman was badly frightened.
alrymen.
But this was no doubt due to the fact that an officer of the
"The man they are waiting for Is coming, ,vnd," .Arietta army was seeking admittance.
sai-d, quietly, as she nodded to her young lover.
Wild shot a warning glance at her, which no doubt had
"Right you are, little girl. , 'ow then, If those fellows good effect, for she ansv,·ered all the qul)st!ons p: • to her
really intend to ,-!sit this house In search of the Ser,ian anu hy the lloutenant, declaring posit!.ely that no one was m,der
his wife, ,,e havp got to outwit them. If we don't the chances the roof or hall been there during the day su.ve her American
arc \>"0 may ~('t into a serious troubie. Xot tbnt I nm afraid guests and her husband aud herself.
that we wouldn't get out of It all right, eYeo if the trouble
Wild suggested that they go inside, and the lieutenant folcomes, for I reckon It won't take very long to square things. lowed him, after telling bis men to remain where they were
But I hnte to sec thnt m~n and woman tal<en prisoners after until ho returned .
having seen bow they were treated in the woods by the four
Naturally Charlle, Jim and .Arietta went in ulso, for tbey
,burly Austrians."
were ull bent upon keeping the two Serviaus from being disTho lieutenant of the patrol brought bis horse to a balt covered.
and listened eagerly to what the cavalrymen had to say.
Hop, on the other hand, choso to remain outside, and as
He turued nnd looked toward the house almost tbe mo- soon as the rest were in the house be walked leisurely to
me!lt they began to talk to him.
the group of cavalrymen, who had dlsmountecl, and sa (;
Naturally he showed surprise at seeiug Americans at the
·'Yelly nicee day, so be."
--..,..
front of it. for they certainly looked dashing and picturesque
He blew a cloud of smoke from his cigar lnto the faco
to say tlle least.
of the nearest one to him as he made the remark, and tlwu
Then a.e:nin, the Chinaman. who had come out to the road- foWing his arms across his breast$ looked tbcughtf11lly at tbo
side, stood there puffing away at his cigar as If he was at sky abo-v-e.
perfect case.
Some sort of n.n angry retort was made, but Hop could not
After talking for a couple of minutes the lleutenant rode
understancl it, and It would have made little difference if he
up near the gate and halted.
· He was racher polite, and aftP.r making a sort of salute, did, for he was simply trying to have a llttle fun with the
he said something In his own language. which Wild knew .austrians.
All of the. cavalrymen showed their displeasure ?,t the
was an inquiry, though just what he could not tell.
"Can't understand thn.t liTIJO yet, lieutenant,•· the boy an- actions of the audacious Ohlnaman, one of them eV"en goiug
so far as to make a threatening movement with the big cavswered, in hi,; cool :mrl easy war.
The officel' loo!,cd slightJy puzzled, and then repeated the alry reYolver he carried.
question.
But this did not alarm Hop In the least.
He nodded, and smiling blandly, said:
"Ich kann'.cht verstel1en," the young deadshot said, speak"Yelly u!cee gun, so be. Me gottee pletty goodce gun, too.
ing in his b<'st Germon.
·
.At this 1he Austri:i.n lieutenant's eyes lighted up, and then :.Ic sh owe :J you."
Then from under his loose-fitting blouse he suddenl:• ,rnlleu
be asJ.ed in German:
•
forth the old-fasbioued six-shooter that he had so long <':11'·
"V,'here Is the farmer who owns this house?''
"Inside," Wild retorted, quickly. "But look here. lleu- rie<l.
teo:i.nt, I mr.y as well Inform you that my pr..rty 18 stopping
It ,vas a rather autlqullted weapon, since it had been made
here, and that we have permission from Kaiser Wiibelm's away back In tbe fifties.
private secretary to come and gt> tllroughout Austria. Maybe
Still, It was servlcea.hle, tbou~h It was 11eldom indeed that
your emperor, Josef, has beard about It. But It matters not, Ilop londed It wltll lead.
since I reckon the Kaiser Is lord of all creation, lnclud!ng
The six chambers were always londed wlth powder, c.owAustrla."
ever, and caps were upon the tubes.
Somewh:1t myi::tifled, the officer looked over the royal .docuInstead of bullets, the heathen generally filled up t!ie c h a ~
ment that ,vnd showed him.
bers with ccloreu fire powder, so that when he fired a shot
"This is our boarding-place just at prei,enl:," t!Je boy went if It happened to be In the darkness a display of fireworks
on, in bis cool and easy war :is he nocl<li>d toward the house. would be the result.
·
".All of UR are neutral in this wa,, bnt I assure you that
But j nH now he had two of the chambers loaded with capthe farm<'r is red-hot against the Sen•ians."
·uies thnt contained red l!lk.
'.1.'he lieutenant noclded nnd the.u turned and tn.lked for fully
Should he · hoot at au ·tbing close· by, the capsule woui.d
fiYe minntP'l with his men.
burst :m<l " 'ould lpave. a spattered red spot, which nt first
Our ft-lends watched th"m closely, and faey could readily might Le taken fo1· blood.
.
uuuerst:,nd that, even though they preferred to do Into the
1t w
not tl1e first time llop had done this thing, for 011
house, they were quite willing to abide by the decision or many occasions '·h ile In the Wild West of America he had
their snperlor.
nsctl the juice or berries to decelve c-ertnin ones into thinkI-'lnnll~· the l!cntennnt turned to '\Vild and F'llllingly said: lng they were badly wounded after he i<hot at theru.
"It seems tln,t one of my men wns informed by an Infantry· ' At the sight of the old-fashioned weapon the c1tvalrj·roen
mau thnt two spies had come to this house. 'l'hev were laughed boi:-;terously, for they possessed the latest tllat the
traced b1Jre. so the story goes. But of course neltbe: you great German manufacturers bad heen able to produ<'e.
nor auy of your colllpanlons are under suspicion, for the spies,
"Lat alll'e li:::llt," the clever ChinPe said, smilingly. ".\J e
are Set·viami. "
no 'flaid. ;,\le shootee ve!l,v muchee stlaight, so be."
"Serriaufl. eh?'' "'\li.l nsked. shaking his bead. "I am sure
Then be looked around as If to find a target to prove the
I <lon't know anytl\lng about it, lleutenarit."
assertion.
'"'.rhc•n yon don·t lmow just who is in the house,"
It llnppeu"d that the farmer owned· a white cow, and at
'·Tile ··armer and bis wife were there a little while ago, that YE'ry moment it appcnred corning down the ro,1<1. h,u1111fl as they hh ve no chHdren that I know of, I ha~·dly think Ing by 1,ome menus escRpcd from the pai;ture.
tiler<' l any one else there, excepting the cat and dog. \Ve
F'l,ll of mh:chief und ever ready to accept a chanc-e. J:l.up
jn:-:i hacl our tlinD ::?r a few minutes ;igo, anr1 there was no one turn,(! quickly. and pol!1tiug to thf' cow, went on to sa::
else there at the time."
"),fo shootee lat cow velly mncllec qulckee. so be."
'· 'il'c-11. I pre. ur 1e it ls m:v <luty to mal<e Inquiries, even if
He mude n threatening move as he said this, which let the
I do11't . P:.rch tlH !Jou~(>. The information coming from the ca,alrym<•n know wbat he meant, e"Vcn though the:, could
infanlr. ·man wbt, :declared to one of my ml'u that the two not understa?id one word that c·ame from his lips.
spies, a man and his wife, .were traced to this house, makes
'1:bey lanl!lled more tllan e1·er, nnd talked among tlwrnlt necessary for me to investli;ate. ''
sel,es, no <1.oui.Jt thinking it wou.l<l be a ireat joke If the
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Chinaman shot the cow, for be would surely get into trouble.

as they supposed.

The t:pw came st;·olling along, chewing away at her cud
and 1rnhH'erent to her surroundings.
When she was within a dozen feet of where the cavalrymen had ualtecl IIop gave n nod, and then raising bis revolver, took a deliberate aim at her side.
He pullecl the t-rigger, and then-Bang!
A loud report sounded, and the cow gave a snort and
shied.
A blood-red spot showed upon her side, and when they
saw it the Austrians naturally thought a severe wound had
been infl.ictecl by the shot.
But really the cow had experienced nothing more than a
sharp sting c.s the capsule struck hE.r hide and burst.
·' l\Ie Yelly smartee Chince." declared Hop. as he turned and
fired a shot directly before one ot' the llorses.
A str<•ak of reel fire shot from the muzzle of the weapon
as the report sounded, and though the animal had been under fir/; before, it was uot prepared for such a thing as this,
and promptly reared in the Rir. dislodging its ric1er and sending him to the ground ln a he11p.
'l'he rest of the llorses were fri!;htened, too, while -the cow
coolly proceeded on down the road.
It was a good thing that Hop had fired the two shots, for
the lieutenant ha<! about made up his mind to make a search
of the house when they sounded.
Naturally be turned and ran outside to find out the cause
of the shooting.
· Our friends followed him. and 1\'l1cn they saw a hor~e
jmnpiug about riderless and one of the caYalrymen picking
himself up a short diswnce away, \Yild and his com1)anions
knew right away that Hop was the cause of it all.
"\Vhattee mattee, i\Iisle,.. \Vlld?" tlle Chinaman said, as he
ran to meet the boy, aua nulkiug it appear that the shots
bad been fired somewhere else.
The Anstrian lieutenrmt was g~·eatly exclted, and hurriedly
.demande<l an explanation from hls men.
\Vhen h<' learned about what bad happened. or had received
their ver:a;ion of it, be was more puzzled than angered.
"That':- nll right, lieutenant," the young cleadshot said, smilingly. "That Chinaman of ours is bound to have a little fun
- :.-- tow and then. Ile simi;>ly played a trick. that's all. SorrJ·
that· ouc of ronr mPn was thrown from his horse."
'.l'he lieutenant took it good-nah1redly, even if the rest did
not, and he must have given up the idea of search~g tbe
house, for mounting his horse, he saluted, and then gave the
comman,'l for his men to follow him.
"l\fe velly smartee Cbinee, Misler Wild," Hop said. as the
horsemen were (lisappeari1\g in a c1oud of dui;t down the
road.
"That little shootilig
"I reckon you are," was the re;il y.
you did probably saved us from a whole lot of trouble."

CH.APTER IV.
WILD ],rEETS GENERAL SELIG,

Young Wild Vi'est was not sure that another seal'ch might
not be mnde for the Servi:rn and his wife, so when he returned to the houl"e after the lieutenant and his men · bad
taken tl1eir depa r ture, he immediately advised them to lie
low.
"Of course .., he said .to Herres, "yon can remain in the
sittin.~-roora here with the rest until you find that some one
is approarlting tlle house. Then you had better bide."
But the woman was even 11.fraid to do this.
She seemed to think that it would be nothlng short of sure
death If they were again captured by the .Austrian soldiers.
However, :i.s the afternoon drifted on no one stopped at the
house, so she became more at ease.
Along toward sunset the heaYy cannonading ceased, and
then it was not long before only occasional rifle shot<; could
be heard.
"Goin' to quit with the settin' of the sun, I reckon, Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlie said, as they stood '.I few yards from the
rem· of the hon,,e, looking in the cJirertlon of the battleneld.
While they were looking iu tllat direction. they could of
course see nothing, but when a person listens he usually
keeps bis eyes fixed iu the direction the sounds must come
from.
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"Right yon are, Charlie," the young dead,:hot answered. "It
really isn't much of a battle when we consider some that
we have witn?ssed. But 1 suppose there has been quite a
loss on both sides just the same."
" ·one of the Red Cross rrowd seem to be around," Jim
spolre up. "I imagine that they are neec1etl about now."
"Oh. most likely the wounded will be taken care of as
far as is possible. Anyhow," and Wild shrngged his shoulders, "we can't do much In tllat direction, since there are
so few of us. It is hard, 1 know, to realize the awful suffering that comes of this fighting business. Bnt it seems that
it must be. so the only way to look at it is to decide that
what must be will be."
"I would like to go out there aucl find out how things are,"
Dart remarked, after a short silenc;e.
"That's just what we will do, .nm." the young deadshot
retorted, quickly. "But I thought it better to wait until
(lark. I want to see the commanding general of the Austrian
army in these parts. if po,sible. I think I may be able to
obtnin a pass from him, after showing him the papers I
have from the Kaiser."
'' I sorte1· thought you was goin' to iook out for that right
after we got here, Wild," the scout remarked, thoughtfully.
"I intended to, Ch:ulie, but it happened that I couldn't
seem to get in touch with any one who wonlcl introduce me
to one of the generals."
"I reckon you don't need nobody to introduce you, Wild.
You haYe got a way nbout you that don't call for sich things
as that. Introrluce yourself."
"That's what I'll have to do, Ch1U'lie. i-;ow then, I belie·rn tho farmer's wife bas the supper ready. I took a look
in the lrHchen ::cs I passf>d a wjndow a few minutes ago, anu
I could see thn t things were about ready."
'Ihe words had scarcely left his mouth when the farmer
was seen coming out of the house.
"Supper's ready," he announced.
Though it was not- in German he spoke. out· friends knew
what he said, so they lost no time in .entering the house.
The girls l.tad been doing a little se ~ring during the afternoon, more to pass the tlme. away than for the need of it,
and they llad just. put it away when the young deadshot and
his two partners came in.
The room that was used for diuin;r purposes adjoinec1 the
<me they were in. so they mer !y bad to open a door and pass
through, where the table was in readiness for them.
'I'he two fugitives were not there, though plates .vere on
~
the tnble for them.
1
"I reckon I'll go out to the rqad and if I hear no soldiers
ri.pproaching from either direction, it will be sare to let them
come down and eat with us," Wild said, so he promptly put
on his hat again and went outside.
In a few minutes he retumed, reporting that. the coast
was dear, so Arietta went ,!Del called the t\\"o Servians.
They came down rather timidly, especially the wife. but
when they were assured .that everything wss all right all
hands took their places at the table, and then the farmer
a.sslsted his wife to serve the meal. which was ·really a very
good one.
They were not disturbed during its progress. and when
they had finished tbe sun had gone down and it was getting
dark rapidly.
~wen, little girl," the young dead shot said, nodcling to hi.s
swe,,theart and smiling. "I reckon I am going out with the
boys for a little while for a ride."
"Where to, Wild? No.t to the battlefield?"
"That's just where we are going, Et, for I want to introduce myself to the general ln command. You s~. we
haven't a.rranged things just right yet. What I need is a
pass to go where I please, and take Charlie and Jim and
you girls with me, if necessary."
I am sure if
"You ought to be able to get that, •Vjld.
you couldn't get it no one on earth could."
"I'll take ,he chances on it, anyhow, little girl," and the
young deadshot laughed lightly.
Hop, who ate his supper in the kitchen, was stauding at
the door listening to what was being said, and as Wik! nud
his partuers started to · leave the house for the purpose or
saddling their horses, he steppe(! before them, and bowlug
'
in mock meekness, said:
"Mis!cr Wild, me lil<:ee go, too, so be. Me no wan tee stay
here. No fun. ::.\Ie likee plenty fun."
"Shet up. you heatb('n!" Cheyenne Ol1arlie e:s:ciaime<l, as It
he was angi·r at what the Chinaman said. '"What do we
want you with us for? You would only git in trouble, an'
then we would be in the same fix tryiu' to git you out of it."
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"Let him go. Charlie;· Wild spoke up. "I'm sure he can
belun·e himself if he wants to."
"All right, then. I won't say no more," :md the scout
shrugged his shoulderf' and nodded to show that he was alway:s ready to a.bide by the young doadf'hofs decision.
Hov was Yery gleeful "IYhPn he found that he could accompnny them. and he whistled a Chinese ditty as he proceeded to saddle bis horse.
In a very short time they were ready, and when they
mouutecl the girls came out and begged them all to be very
careful an<l not to get into any mmecessary danger.
Ho.tilities llacl. ceased for the time, anyllow, so it ::;·as
hardly likely that they would run any risk of being shot
by a chance lmllet.
But Wild bad made up his mincl to have :i. talk with the
general in command of the army that was resenting the Intrusion of the Servlans, and once be got it in his head to
do a thing it was seldom that he let up until bis purpose
was accomplished.
·
' '.l.'he Austrian soldiers were camped some three or four
miles from the Yillage, but it struck the young deadshot that
lt migllt be advisable to go to the village first.
There he coulcl make Inquiries and find out just who he
wanted to see.
Another thing, it struck him that being so close by, the
general might have· his headquarters at a hotel.
"Boys," he said, after they bade the girls adieu o nd were
riding out to the right, "I reckon we'll ride over to the
village first."
"A. good idea," declared the scout. noel ding bis head approvingly.
It was but a short distance, and letting their horses go
at a gallop. they soon came to the vlllage.
Bnt few lights were to be seen in the house, which sl.lowed
plainly that the orcnpants feared that the Servian army
would force its wn ,v to tl.lem and demolish the houses.
There was oue p1'etty decent sort of a hotel which was located not far from the railroad depot.
Wilcl noticed that there was a light in almost every window of 1.lie bu!ldlng, and that the Austrian and German flags
were flying in the glare of the lights.
There was also an ensign, which he knew must represent
something ln particular.
"Boys," he said. as they neared the hotel, "if I was going
to make a wager I'd put it down that the general I a,n looking for is located in that place. Probably that ensign is
his."
"A funny-loo kin' flag, all right," the scout declared. q ~in't
much of an?thing. Black an' ya!Jer an' some white on it."
"All sorts of colors are used for fla_gs to denote the different divisions of the army. Charlie," Jim explainecl. .
•• All right. I s'pose th ere's more than a hundred difEerent kinds of flags on tlle face of this here earth, but there's
onl? one that's any good and looks real nice, an' that's the old
Star Spangle<l nmrner, an' don't you forgit it."
All agreed with him, eYeu to Hop.
A numher oC cav:tlrymen were patroling the Yillagc streets
ancl as the four rode up to the hotel th ey were promptly
challenged by an officer iu command of one of the patrols.
"Sprechen sie Deutsch?" ,Vild asked, in his cool and easy
way, as the officer held out his sword, meaning for him to
stop where he wns.
There was an affirmatiYe a,nswer, and then having found
out that the man could talk German, the young deadshot
went on to say. speaking in that tongue as well as he could:
"I wnut to see the general commanding the army here.
I am Youn_g ,vilcl ,vest. the American who owns the big
,Yilcl "\Vest ~how thnt wns caught in the war and is now in
cnmp near Berlin. I have papers here from Kaiser vVilhelm,
:rnd they nre of much importance."
Re spoke in this ,yay to lea<l the Austrian officer to believe that the papers be bad in his possession were important
to the Austrinns.
But reall)" the importance they had was to himself and
companions.
However. it worked nicely. for after hesitating a moment
the officer sRlutecl politely and then bade them remain where
they "\"\'ere for a few minutes.
A guarcl of four mounted men stayed right by them, and
in about ten minutes tile officer came back, his face wreathed
in ,;miles.
·'Genera.I Selig is in temporary command of the army .in
this section," the Austrian saicl. "He wlll sec you."
"How is that, boys?" the young deaclshot asked, as he
norlded and sm!led at his partners.
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"Oh, I knowed you would work it all right, Chall e retortecl, in a matter-of-fact ,Yay.
'.l'he officer wavecl the guanls aside. and then walker along,
motioning our friends to follow.
'1
Naturally Hop started to go with them, but he was quickly
ordered to halt.
"'.rhat's all right, lieutenant," ,Vild said, for by this time
Ile had satisfied himself ti.Jut that was tile ranlt of the officer.
"He is our servant. "
·
'.rhat settled it.
Hop was permittecl to go with them.
Right up to the main door of tile hotel, which was a big
fram e structure and probably a. ycry old one, at that, they
roc1e.
Wild did not wait to be · tol<l to dismount.
He slipped from the saddle with the c-ase and grace of a
true ·westerner, nncl Charlie and Jim were not long in following bis example.
Then Hop, much to the surprise of the officers and soldiers
standing :i.bout, leaped uprigl-it so he was standing erect in
tlle sadclle.
"Hip bi, lloolay!" he said, and tllC'n he did something that
he hacl learnec1 since he had been with the show.
He turned a complete somersault and lauded on bis feet
upon the ground probably eight feet from his horse.
"Tl.Jere!" excla imed Cheyenne Ch!!rlie, angrily.
"'1'h:1t
blamed heathen will spoil tbe whole business yet. See what
he's clone, Wild."
If tile Austrians gathered about were astonished at the
1tctions of the Chinaman, they were also somewh~t pleased,
fo1· exclamations to that effect came from some of them.
"Stop that, Hop," Wild said, sharply.
"No more funny
business for the present, anyhow."
"Allee light, Misler · Wild.
Me no helpee. Me havee do
whattee comee in my head some timee," was the reply.
After he had talkecl with two or three other officers, the
lieutenant placed their horses in charge of some of the sold-i ers and then bade them follow him.
Into the portals of the hotel they went, Wlld leading the .
way and Hop bringing up the rear.
Into a spacious room that no doubt had been used as a
dining-room they were conducted.
'.l.'wo dignified officers resplendent in their uniforms sat at
a square table, one at either end.
There was a big arm-cl.lair at the other side of it, and
Wild knew right away it must be for the general in command.
But he was not there.
"Sit down, gentlemen," tllc lieutc>nn.nt said, motioning them
to chairs.
All obeyed.
Of course they had removed their hats upon entering. and
Hop, with Ills pigtail coiled like :t snake on the top of his
head ancl garbed in true Oriental fashion, certainly looked
somewhat out of place.
The two officers, who were no doubt generals of the f\ct.'11,v,
kept their whole attention directed upon him, ancl finding
that they hardly took their e-yes from him, the 'Chinaman
coulcl not resist tbe temptation to wink at one of them.
This caused a start from tile man it was directed at, an d
he tmnecl and said sometbing in a low tone to the other
general, who then stared at the Chinaman harder than ever.
Hop winked twice at him, and he gr!nnecl broadly.
It was not until then that Wild knew why the two generals were acting so strangely.
He happened to look just in t ime to catch Hop winking.
'"l'bat will do, Hop,,. he snid.
"Allee light, Misler Wilcl.
Velly niC'ee soldiers, so lJe.
Plenty golcl on nm shoulders. "N"icee blass buttons. too. Me
likee velly muchee."
Anything further iu that particular direction was cut short,
for at that mom ent a curtain · parted at the further encl of
the room, and the general in C'.lmmancl appe:i.red.
He was a big. stout fPllow resplendent in the uniform of
the Austrian army, and -with " ·lrnt might be called a stately
tread he marchecl up to the table. and then pulling the chair
back, took a seat ancl stared ::it tile visitors.
No one said a word for a moment.
Then the lieutenant who bad led them to the general's
quarters gave the usual salute to bis superior and spoke
something in the Auf\trion tongue.
The general noddecl stifi1.Y ancl motioned him to retire.
It must have been tbn.t the young; <leadsllot had been
pointed out as the person who wanted to see him, though
our friends had not talrnn any note of such a thing.
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The lieutenant gave a gasp when he heard what the lioy
·when the Austrian general slowly turnecl and fixed his
said, but did not forget to waye an adieu as the four rode
gnze upon him ·wnc1 arose.
"I. nm very glad io meet you, general," he said. speaking away.
Once out upon the street the young dencfahot and his comIn h1s own tongue and stepping forward just as if he was
panions rode leisurely toward the ~outsl,irts of the yilJage,
about to meet tlw most common individual in the world.
"You are the American who is c'alled Young ·wnd West," hev.cling almost straight for tbe battlefield.
'l'hey hacl not gone very far, however, before the clatter
the general amnvered, somewhat coldly.
"I reckon that's just who I am. And you are General-" of hoofs S(lunded behind them, and then they were overtaken by the lieutenant.
"GerH'ral Selig," came the <Juic'k interruption.
"I have just obta.ined lea-ve to accompany you for an hour
"You certniuly look to be the real thing in the way of genor two," he said. · as he drew alongside the young deadsbot.
erals. I am sure," "Wild answered, smilingly.
Then he put out his band, and after hesitating a moment '"l'be order came direct from General Selig."
"Good! That means that we will have no difficulty in getit was taken and a hearty grip was the result.
ting through the lines," was the reply.
Wild got right down to business then.
Having found that the man could speak English very well,
"But why do you wish to .go?"
he related briefly some of the things that had happened .in
.. Out of curiosity, I suppose. Another thing, we may be
German,1·, d·welling particularly upon his meeting with tbe able to help some poor wounded fellow. \Ye worked a lot
Kaiser nnd how be had saYed the Crown Prince on the with the Red Cross over on the French frontier, you know."
Preneh frontier.
"A corps of the Red C:ro,~s is now on the field. and no
Before he had finished there was a smile upon the face of donbt will attend to all that is necessary to be done there."
General Selig.
"Vi'hleh side did they come from, lieutennnt?"
"I have heard very much about you, my brave American
"From the Servi an side, I believe.,. wns tlte reply, with
frien,l." he cleclareu. "You h:wen't directly stated your pur- a shrug of the shoulders. "Our corps hasn't lJeen fully orpose in coming here yet, howe-ver. But I presume you de- ganized as yet."
sire a permit to go and come through the lines of our sol.. A little bit slow, I reekon," and the young deadsbot shook
diers. Since you are in sympathy with tbe Germans, you his head.
\
of course must be with the Austrhlns, so I will grant you
They were proceeding on, their horses at a walk, but once
your desire as far as my official capacity wlll permit."
they got outside of the ,illagr; Wild spoke gently to Spitfire,
"l\Iuch obliged, general. But don't get it in your head that and tben away he went at a gallop.
·
we are in sympathy with any nation In this conflict. We
Charlie ancl Jim followed him quickly, and then came Hop
are strictly neutral. \Ve ll re Americans, you know. You while the lieutenant, who was mucll surprised at the quick:
must haYe read the proclamatlon of President "Wilson in re- ening of tbe pace, wa.s left behind.
gard to this matter. All true Amerlcans will stancl up for
Bnt he had a good horse uncler him, and he w~nt dashing
their presi<lent. Don't get it in your head for a moment that forword and soon was riding at "\Vild's side again.
we expect to help one side or the other. We are caught in
Since he had been in Germany all summer, the young deadtbe war here. and being of the adventurous sort, we simply shot had been able to almost muster the language as far as
want to h3,e permission to go and come when we please. A speaking and understanding it was concerned.
piece of pnrchment with your signature and seal upon it is
He had not yet trierl to r0ad or write it, though he meaut
what is neeclrd."
to if he found they were to stay there much longer.
G<>neral Sellg ;itnrerl at lllm a moment in silence.
Jim, too, had done the· same thing, but Charlie had failed
ThPn his fa,•e liµ;hter1 up ·witll rt smile.
to pick up very much of it.
"I ndmire you for your frankness, Young Wild West," he
Hop knew nothing ,...-hatever about the German, French, or
ionicl spertking Rlowly. "I honestly believe that you are any other language except bis own m1cl his pidgin-English.
really 11eutral. But it is more beeause your president wishes
Sometimes he would remember a phrase. but it was seldom
his peoplr to be that way. I feel sure that deep down in indeed. that he got it where it belonged when he tried tb
yom· heart you are in sympathy with the Kaiser, and with speak it.
Austria as well."
But it mattered little to him.
"Not neces~ary to say anytlling further on the subject,"
IIe had a way of getting along, anyhow, whether be could
Wilc1 nnswer(•rl. thinking it au.-isable to let it go at that.
Cbnrlie i;mi!ed, and tben after convel'sing with his two mnke those he met understand him or not.
The Austrians were bivouacked along a line that extended
assoeiutes for .two or three minutes, he called for pen, ink
for three miles, and those wbo had not been shot by bullet
ancl pnp<:r.
'l'en minutes later \Vild became the possessor of a docu- or shell appeared to be in iine humor.
Here autl there was a tent that was used for hospital purment thnt wns hound to proYe of the greatest value to him,
:rnd,.nfter folcling it and J)la cinp; it in the poclrnt that cou- poses, for there were army surgeons and assistants there to
_t,, J,ned the otlwr papers, he thanked the general and then look after all such.
Soldiers doing guard duty were pacing baek and forth,
bowed hilnself out, follovvod by J1is partners ,rnd the clever
an,1 when the ;ronng cleadsllot and his par1t,lers cnme gallopChinee.
··Now th en. boys, for a ride tllronp;ll the lines of tbe Aus- ing Ul) the attention of the latter ,Yas qukkl~· clrawn to them.
A burly Austrian stepped dirN:tly before them just as Wiltl
trians.'' lie said, as they turned townrd their waiting horses.
"I reckon w e will fin cl out just "·hat happened in to-day's was reining in the sorrel stallion, presenting his bayonet as
he did so aud giYing the command to hnlt aud give the
battle before we go back to the farmhouse."
·'IIiJJ hi. lloolny!" cried Hop, and then he again astonished countersign in his own language.
The young deadshot had no countersign, for it had not
the soldiers, tllis time turning a handspring and landing upou
been given to him.
the back of bis p!ebald cayus e.
But if the lieutenant bad not been ·there be would have
sbo,vn the written order, which was really a passport to any
part of the country.
As soon as th, guard recognized the officer be presented
CHAPTER V.
arms and gave the necessary salute.
Then a few words to him resulted in all five of the riders
OUR FRJEYDS VISIT THE SERVIANS.
passing on through the lines and into the camp.
The lieutenant asked them to wait a while, and went riding
Cheyrnne Charlie was not at all angered nt tbe Chinaman's
nntics tllis time, for he bad a sort of contempt for the sol- off, no doubt to 1ell some of the other officers that the Ameridiors who were gatherecl about. since they strnek him as cans had been _!.{iven a permit to go and eome as thev p!Pased.
Wilen he returned he was followed by a cnptuin· and two
lJeing like a lot of pennecl-in sheep, so rigid was the discipline
lieutenants, who had been C'ducated and could speak English
.
thnt was enforced.
The- same offieer who had conducted our friends to the pres- very well.
T'llen Wild. Charlie and .Jim had quite a little chat wi'.h
l'nce or tlle commaucling general now stepped forward, and
after saluting respectfully, he waved the guards and other them, aftel' which they proceeded on, going straight for U,0
front of the battle line.
troopers aside.
When they came to the very edge of the long- string- of in·'That's all rigllt, lieutenant," Young Wil<1 ·west called out.
in his c·ool ancJ e:,sy wrty. "WP fixed everything fine. We fantry nncl saw the big- mnrsh lying aheacl and thP hlll that
:•n• g-oing to take a ride doy1·n to the scene of tlrn battle ran upward from it. where the lights of the fires of the
Servians could be seen in long rows, the lieutenannt brought
now."
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'£bis they promptly did. lining up directly before the aphis horse to a halt and showed that he had no intention of
proacbing figures.
go!ng any further.
",IVbattee mattee'/". Hop exclaimed, and then he quickly
"Wh:it's the trouble?" Wild asJrnd, as he turned and rode
Ugted a match and held it before his face.
_
back to .him.
Exclamations of surprise followed this, but the men, who
"You have come all the way through the lines, Young Wild
West,·· was the reply. "I consider that I have accompanied were evidently Se1Tian scouts, pressed forward and comyou far enough. Another thing, should you ride on .ahead pletely surrounded them.
~l'here must have been as many· as a dozen of them, and
you will get into the mire and perhaps break one of your
they lo.o ked rather fierce from what could be seen of them
horses' legs, or meet with a worse disaster."
·" All right, lieutenant. We won't go straight ahead, then. while Hop's match remained burn1ng.
But they did not go at them roughly.
What's the matter with turning to the right. It looks as
'l'hey spake considerably in their own language, Wild a.nd
if tllere i-~ plenty of hard ground there."
"Oll. yes, plenty of it. But why go there? You may meet his companions not being able to understand a word of it,
and then the horses were selzed and started off along the
with the enemy."
"Lieutenant," and. the boy looked at him steadily, "sup- road, through the woods.
"It's all right, boys," Wild said, nodding his bead in his cool
pose there are a lot of wounded and dying lying out there.
I happen to know that the advance lines of your army were and easy way. "\Ve are to be conducted through the Servian
forced ,to draw back to-day. I can tell that from whel'e .lines. That wiil be all right. We'll have a chance to see how
the lines arG now clrawu. since I bad a pretty good look they a.re getting on."
On they went, the dozen Servia.n scouts proceeding on either
a.t tlle fighting shortly after it began this afternoon. You
side of them, and in a few minutes they emerged from the
are easily half a mile back from that point."
woods and found themselves in the bright moonlight.
"The wounded have all been loolred after, I am nure."
Then a short halt was called, during which their captors
Wiltl turned and looketl off to the right.
It w11s as dark as pitch for a long distance between the looked them over. ·
"We are Americans," Wild said, as one fellow, who was evilines of the opposing army. though there was a btg patch of
dently an officer, came up and scrutinized him closely.
woods there.
No doubt the fellow understood what he said, for he nodded
Even though it was moonlight, it did not seem to reach
aud then talked in a surprised way to his companions.
1therc, the trees making such a shade as to almost completely
It must have been a sort of consultation they were holding, ._
obscure It.
. A strange longing to get into that patch of woods came for presently they started forward agail)., and five minutes
upon the young deadshot, and he could not resist the tempta- later our friends found themselves riding directly along the
edge of a camp, where several fires were burning.
tion.
Not until they came to a good-sized tent were they per'l'umlng to the officer, he said:
" All right, lieutenant, if you are going no further I'll bid mitted to stop, and then they were bidden to dismount, which
you good-night. We may meet agaln before you retire, but they understood from the motions that were given.
"All right," Wild r:aid, smilingly, and he quickly swung his
11' we don't the chances are I'll see you to-morrow." .
Then v\"ith a nod to his partners and the clever Chlnee, he right leg over bis horse's neck and slipped to the ground.
Charlie, Jim and Hop followed his example, and they quickly
rode 011, turning to tbe right and heading st:calght for the
drew up in a line, facing the tent.
,patch of woods.
Officers and common soldiers crowded about them, looking
The officer shook his head and sat In the saddle watching
very curious, for it certainly must have appeared strange to
them untll they had almost disappeared.
Then he turned and rode back, no doubt a. much puzzled them to see the three Americans and the Chinaman brought
there.
Austrian.
There was much jabbering, and then an officer of high rank
It was nothing If not daring for Young Wild West to even
suddenly stepped from the tent and confronted them.
contemplate such a move.
His surprise was as great as any of the rest.
But he was looking for excitement, and he knew that not
"Can you speak English?" Wild said, nodding to him.
much in that way could be obtained by remalning in the
·
The officer shook his head.
vill age or among the soldiers.
Then Wild asked the same question in German, and received
Charlie and Jim, ever ready to accompany him anywbei·e,
did not even question what he WO:!! doing, aud of course Hop an affirmative reply.
did not. for ho had no more fear of dashing Young Wild
That was enough.
Wei-t, no matter where he went, tbll.Il he dld of walking into
The boy ']uickly explained that he had made up his mind to
a saloon in times of peace.
A quarter of a mile from wher~ they had left the lieu- get into Sarvian tenitory just to satisfy his cur!ositY, giving
him to understand that he had a pass to go anywhere tb"ough
tenant our friends struck the woods.
There was a well-beaten road running through it almost Germany or Austria, a.s well as France, and also telling nc·.,..---,-......
of the Wild West Show which had been caught ln thE' war.
straight to the Servian border line.
He rattled all this off, taking i'ully five minutes to do so,
They knew very well that the campfires ol' the Servians
extended nearly a mile along,the foot of the hill at the other while the officer listened without interrupting him.
When the young deadshot stopped there was a short silence.
side of the woods.
Then the officer shook his head, and in German said:
"Wild," the scout said, when their horses had been brought
"I can't understand this. I know not what to do. You have
down to a. walk, and they wei·e proceeding along through the
darl, woocls, "this would be jest the place for scouts of them been brought here as prisoners, so such you must remain until I report to my superior."
other fellers to do a little work."
"That's all right. ·we don't want you to break any of your
· '"!'hat's just what .I was thinking of, Charlle. I hope we
military rules. 'iiVe'll stop here a while. But please make the
meet some of them."
"Great gimlets! ' So do I. But how in thunder are you report as soon as possible. I should very much like to be introduced to the commander of your army."
goin' to mnke 'em understand?"
The officer looked at him as if he was surprised to bear such
"'\'hat's the odds whether we make them understand ·or
not, Charlie? It is only a.. little adventure we want, any- a remark as this, but without any further comment he turned
on his heel and walked rapidly away.
way."
"Well, boys, we may as well tie our horse3. We have got
"That's it. I'm with you, an' you kln bet your life I'll
to stay here for a while, that's certain," Wild said, as he
stick, the £;ame as I've always done."
nodded to his companions.
.Tim said nothing.
Then he took the bridle-rein and swung it over the head ef
What his thoughts wei·e just then cannot be said.
It miillt haYe been that he thought It rather foolhardy the sorrel stallion, after ...vhich 11!) led him to a neighbori-n"'
"'
1n Wild' for going there, or probably he was just as eager tree and quickly made a hitch to it.
Charlie, Jim and Hop did the same, for there were plenty
to meet with an aclventure as the young deadshot was ilimof trees near, and then they returned and sHt clown on the
self.
Tile beginning of · the little adventure ca.me rather un- ground before a fire which was close to the tent of the offleer.
expectedly.
All this time the dozen Servian scouts who had captured
They had not gone more than a hundred yards furtl;ler
down when a crashing In the woods on their left was heard. them in the woods remain ed gat:iered about.
Evidently they feit it their duty to take charge of the );)risThen out came several dark forms, and a low command
oners.
was heard, which no doubt meant for them to halt.
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But when they saw them 1it d.,wn· and prepare to take
things coolly they were actually amazed.
As many as a hundred soldiers and quite a. few officers had
gathered about them by this time, but our' frlends were more
amused than they were disturbed over it.
Wild tried to talk with some of them, but It seemed that not
one of them could understand either English or German.
After a lapse of ten minutes the officer returned, and stepping up to Wild, he shook his head and said:
"You will have io be held as prisoners of war tor fortyeight hours."
"Is that so, officer? I reckon that's putting it on us pretty
hard. Just because we were curious to come over and visit
you, we are going to be held for forty-eight hours, eh? Well,
I rather reckon not. Come on, boys. \Ve'll go back to the
Austrians. They are a lot more civil than the Servians, I
think."
"Misler Wild," Hop said, stepping llP to him q,1ickly, "me
makee bigee flre clacker go bang velly muchee quickee, so be.
Len we llde away."
"Don't do it yet, Hop. We'll see if a llttie nerve can't accompllsh what we want to do."
Then the boy deliberately walked over to his horse, and unhitching the animal, sprang lightly Into the saddle.
This was the signal for his companions to mount, and they
did so almost before any one took a step tow:lrd them.
"Officer," Wild sa!d, nodding to that individual, who was
now thoroughly amazed, "we decline to stay here for fortyeight hours. I reckon we'll go back right now. I bid you
good-night."
A frown appeared upon the officer's face instantly, and draw-,, -{ng his sword, he gave a quick command to the soldiers gathered about.
The result was that a rush was made for Young Wild West
and his companions.
"You had better let that firecracker go, Hop," the young
deadshot called out.
The clever Ch!nee was all ready, and in less than ten seconds there was a flash, followed by a loud report, and a cloud
of smoke spread over the immediate vicinity.
"Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop shouted, and then the four went
dashing down the h111 toward the woods on the Austrian side.
Soldiers were upset in this mad dash of Young Wild West's,
bc1t the exploding of the firecracker of the clever Chinee had
~-- the effect of amazing them so that before they were able to
recover our friends were well through the lines and galloping
swiftly for what they considered safe ground.

He turned sharply to the left a.nd rode through a patch of
thick undergrowth.
"Naturally, the horses made considerable noise in breaking
through this, but as soon as they were a few yards from the
road, or trail, as it might really be called, they came to a halt
and remained perfectly silent.
The cavalrymen, for such they undoubtedly were, came along
just then, but when our friends heard them come to a halt
t hey expected that the noise tbey had made must have been
heard by them.
"Keep perfectly quiet, boys," the young deadshot advised, in
a whisper, as he sat in tho oaddle holding a tight rein upon
the sorrel to prevent him from taking a step.
Low voices could be heard near them, which told plainly
that an Investigation was to be made.
Some of the riders dismounted, r.nd they could hear them
walking about and thrashing in the bushes.
Wild knew it would be a risky thing for them to do to ride
on through the woods, since the trees were very close together
and the underbrush pretty well tangled for the most part.
However, if it came to the point they would have to do it,
for certainly they did not want to be recaptured by Servian
soldiers.
Not that they felt that they would be put to death, or anything like that, but to be detained in a camp for forty-eight
hours, as the officer had declared they must be, was utterly
out of the question.
They waited patiently for fully two minutes, and then when
they heard footsteps at the other side of them, they knew
that they were being surrounded.
This meant that whoever the men were they had a pretty
good line upon them, and must almost know exactly where
they were.
Wild grow uneasy In spite of his efforts to make It appear
to hill partners that there was nothing to worry about.
Suddenly a brilliant light flashed within a few feet of them.
It waa nothing more than an electric searchlight, such as
can be purchased almost anywhere, but th, glare from lt
3howed the four as plainly as if they were in the noonday sun.
A big Servian soldier was holding the flashlight, and the
moment he saw Wild and his companions a cry left his lips.
Then there came a crashing in the bushes all around them,
and the next thing our friends knew they were surrounded by
a dozen or more men, all cf them wearing the uniform of the
Servian army.
"Boys, " "Wild said, in his cool an:l. easy way, "I re:?kon we're
in for it for fair now, There is no use In trying to get away
through this woods. We w111 have to Ie.t them take us prisoners, I suppose, and trust to luck to get away from them later
on. ,vhen we get out on the road it will be different. Then
CHAPTER VI.
there may be a chance to make a break for our liberty."
Neither Jim nor Charlie. made a reply, but Hop gave an exS.A.YED FROM BEING 813:0T A'l' SUN'!USE.
clamation of dismay, and then when he found a big revolver
It surely was a reckless and daring thing to do, not count- pointed squarely at his breast, ho threw up his hands.
The soldiers talked ex!)itedly in their own tongue, gathering
Ing the danger, when Young Wiid West made the dash from
cloi;er to the four horsemen a.s they did so.
the Servi.a n camp.
"It's all right,." Wild said, nodding to them and holding out
Bu,t1.'when it is taken Into consideration that the dashing
young deadshot was always taking ch~nces, regardless of any his hands to show that he submitted to being made a prisoner.
danger that might threa ten, It can be readi_ly understood why "You have got us, so don't get exc1tfld over It. We just got
away from your army, but I suppose luck willed It that we
he ditl it.
.
As far as Cheyenne C;iarlfe and Jim Dart went, they were should meet you fellows. Now then, go right ahead. There· is
exactlv like him in thi s r espect, and as a matter of course, no need of waiting and jabbering away like a lot of monkeys."
"Not one word of what he said was u11de1-stood by the
Hop \Vah, the clever Chinee, was bound to:.follow.
The exploding of the big firecrack,er ' by the Chinaman soldiers.
But by his manner they could eas!iy tell that he had surnaturally gave them a great advantage, eo they succeeded in
rendered.
getting beyonu the lines, as ha~ already. been remarked.
Charlie and, Jim sat in the saddle holding fast to the bridleBut they were not out of danger yet by any means.
With their horses going at top speed they sped on to the reins, not ma.tring a move to pull a gun.
It was very evident that the Servians were a scouting party
woods, and once under the cover of the darkness to be found
there, they felt that they would be safe, unless they were met that had been sent out.
When they found they had made the capture so easily they
]Jy more Bervian scouts, who might chance to be In the woods.
Such proved to be the case, for they ·were scarcely a quarter appeared jubilant, and began tau'nting their prisoners.
Cheyenne Charlie grew very angry at this, a.nd would have
of a mile from the danger spot when the sharp ears of Young
Wild West caught the unmistakable sounds of horses ap- done something that might have made matters all the worse
if Wild had not warned him to keep quiet.
proaching along the road.
The four were disarmed, and then their horses were led
"Wlioa, Spitfire!" he C:J.11£:d out, softly, as he reined in the
through tho bushes to the right.
,
sorrel stallion.
Naturally they all felt that they would be taken back to the
Charlie and Jim were quick to follow his example in coming
to a halt, and Hop, who was a few yards behind, naturally did very spot they had es.caped from.
But when they foun d Lhat they were being taken just in an
the same.
"Some one coming, boys. I can hear the jingle of the cav- opposite direction along the road, they were somewhat suralry trappings," Wild said, in his cool and easy way. "I prised.
However, the Servian soldl.ers had no intention of taking
reckon we had better leave the road for a while and let them
t.hcm ve:y close tc the Austrian camp.
pass. This '!'ay."
f
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They proceeded alol:!g the road, their horses at a walk, until
they came to another that crossed it, going to the south.
"This looks bad, boys," Wild said, without even trying to
look at his partners, for it was too dark to see them, anyhow.
"But I suppose it wiil be all the better for us if we are taken
before some other ofiicer, who may not know of what happened a little while ago."
"I was thinking that, Wild," Jim answered. "But blamed
if I like this piece of business very much."
"Of course not. But you must rPmember that it is all in
the little adventure we have fallen into. Wait until we see
how it ends. You can bet your life that we are coming out at
the top of the heap."
"If we don't it will be the first time," Charlie spoke up,
encouragingly.
"Mc 110 likee lis, Misler Wild," Hep called. out. "But me
•gottee um bigee levolver allee samee. Ley no findee. Maybe
ley thlinkee um poor Chinee no havee gun. Me fixee pletty
soonee."
"Don't do anything just yet, Hop, for it may be the means
of some of us getting shot," Wild adTised.
The cavalrymen riding close to them did not appear to like
them to talk, for they were quickly prodded with the muzzles
lof the heavy cavalry pistols their captors had in their hands,
and the remarks that were addressed to them surely meant
for them to keep quiet.
"All right," the young deadshot said, as he pushed aside the
revolver one of them was touching him with. "We won't
say anything more, my friend."
He had already spoken to them in both English and German,
but was well satisfied that they understood neither of the
languages.
The road they had turned into ran almost straight for a
couple of hundred yards.
Then they swung around sharply to the left, until they
found that they were going almost directly toward the Servian
line.
The end of the woods was finally reached, and then a long
line of campfires could be seen stretching before them.
"Boys," Wild said, in a low tone of voice, without turning
his head, "I reckon we're about a mile below tile place where
we were taken to a little while ago. That means that we
may have a good chance of making things right with some
officer who is able to understand us."
The scouts who had captured them so neatly became more
elated than ever as they neared the lines.
· When they were finally halted by a sentry they all talked at
once, but did not neglect to keep close to the prisoners.
Having given the counte:-sign and satisfied the sentry that
everything was all right, they were permitted to pass through,
and five minutes later Young Wild West with his partners and
the clever Chinee were forced to dismount before the tent of
the acting commander of the army.
It happened to be General Krusheva, who was then in com,
mand of that particular division.
He was a tall, poll'tpous individual, but the turban-like cap
that adorned his head made him look somewhat ridiculous.
It was bedecked with gold striprs and no doubt was worth
considerable money, conforming quite well to the rest of the
brilliant uniform.
He stared at the three Americans in silence for a moment,
and then slowly turned his gaze upon the Chinaman.
Then the captain of the scouts who had made the capture
proceeded to relate how they had caught the four In the woods.
Wild waited until the general had talked for fully five minutes, and then as he turned to look them over again the young
dead shot said:
"General, this is all a mistake. We are American citizens,
and If you will give me a chance to explain, I w!ll lose no time
in doing it."
Much to his satisfaction, the general retorted in very good
English:
"Even though you are Americans, it doesn't mean that you
are not spies. Ten minutes before you were brought here word
reached me of what happened further up the line. You are
the same four, so you must be tried by court martial as spies.
Step forward and permit yourselves to be searched before you
aro imprisoned."
Then Wild started In to give a full explanation, but he was
not given the opportunity.
Willing hands seized them all, and a thorough search was
mucle of their clo:~ing.
The young deadshot was considerably dismayed when the
Taluable papers he carried with him were taken from him.
1

The general and two· aides who had come to the spot looked
them over, and then considerable excitement prevailed.
''Spies!" came from the general, as he pointed an accusing
finger at them. "What care we if you are American citizens,
or the citizens of any other country. These papers prove conclusively that you are agents of the Germans, and it means
that you shall die at sunrise. Guards, away · with them."
The last was said In the Servian language, but it made little
or no difference, for the young deadshot and his three companions knew what it meant.
They were quickly seized and dragged roughly away, while
their horses were taken in charge by some of the soldiers.
Into a hollow close to the trenches that had been dug during
the day they were hurried, and then chains were produced
and in a few minutes they were fastened securely to a heavy
log, all being kept close together.
Of course there was considerable protesting on the part of all
four whlle this was taking place, especially Cheyenne Charlle,
who completely lost his temper.
But it was useless, just the same, so finally they became
moro calm.
Meanwhile, inside the tent of Ger-eral Krusheva there was
considerable excitement.
Other officers had been called there, and in the glare of an
oil lamp they studied the documents that had been taken from
.
Wild.
While there was nothing to them that would even suggest
them being spies for the German army, the mere fact that
some of the documents bore the royal seal of the Kaiser's secretary was enough to convince them that the four had come
through the Servian lines for the purpose of finding out how
they were located, and this meant, of course, that they must
be spies.
They talked long and earnestly over it, and then after a
final examination of the papers, they were placed together in
a pile and General Krusheva put them in his coat pocket,
probably for the purpose of keeping them until he could place
them in the hands of some one higher in army circles than
himself.
However, he meant to adhere strictly to military rules, and
though he meant to give the prisoners a trial, it would be but
a farce.
They would be shot at sunrise, anyway.
The night passed away, the hours going slowly to YoungWild West and his partners and Hop Wah.
ChaJned to the big log, they were utterly helpless, and
though their positions made it rather painful to them, they
were forced to undergo it.
The1·e was no use of trying to make the soldiers guarding
them let up any.
Several times Cheyenne Charlie became very wrathful, and
gave vent to his feelings by calling the guards all the names
he could think of.
But he was only wasting breath, as Wild repeatedly told
him.
Not a wi.nk of sleep did elther of them get, and finally when
they saw that day was beginning to break, they felt sl::ghtly
relieved, even though in a short time they might be drawn
up in line to be shot to death as spies.
While the darkness lasted it had been tedious and slow, but
now that it once began to grow light, the time passed too
quickly for the prisoners.
The guards were relieved just as it was light enough for
them to see what was going on about them.
"It locks rather bad, 'Wild," Jim said, in a low tone of
voice, as he turned his head and looked the young deadshot
squarely in the face.
"Rather," was the laconic reply. "But dou't think for a
moment that we are going to be shot."
"I wish I could feel as hopeful as all that, Wild."
"That's all right. Sometl1lng is bound to turn up In our
behalf. You• w111 see."
"Misler Wild," came frora Hop, in a shrill whisper, "me
gottee hand free, so me makee iireclacker go bang pletty
muchee quickee."
"That's all right, Hop. Don't do it. Th~.t won't help ou,r
case bne bit. I am confident that the general will see us before we are tried and convicted. I will do my best to make
him understand that this is all a mistake, and that we are
not spies."
It proved that General Krusheva was an early riser, for
before the sun showed itself in the east he was ready for
business, and he sent for the prisoners to be brought before
him so they might be tried by court-martial.
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Those who were to act as judge and jurors were summoned
quickiy, and then it was not long before the chains were removed from the prisoners and they were hustled before the
tent.
It happened that a cavalry captain was present at the time,
and the moment his eyes fell upon the prisoners he gave a
violent start and then began talking hastily to the general.
Wild had never seen the man before to his knowledge, nor
had his partners, but they could tell right away that he was
talking in their behalf.
The acting commander of the army listened in surprise at
first, but gradually he showed that he was being convinced.
Then he permit ted the cavalry captain to step over to where
the four were lined up.
"I have seen you before," the latter said, a faint smile showing on his face. "I visited your show in the southern part
of France some three months ago. I was there at the time.
You have, of course, told General Krusheva who and what
you are."
"I tried to tell him, captain," Wild answered, after saluting
in military fashion. "But he seems to think that we 8)re
spies, and will have it no other way."
"You are not spies, , I know. But you should never have
.ventured into this country."
"I know that well enough But we couldn't help it. W~
must be doing something, and adventure is our hobby."
"I shall do my best to save you," the captain said. "Anyhow, you will not be put to death this morning."
Th en he again turned to the general, .and the result was
that orders were given to convey the prisoners to the .prison
in Belgrade.
• " Well, boys, this isn't so bad, after all," Young Wild West
said, as their own horses were led to them and they were ordered to mount. "Being put in prison in a Servian city is a
whole lot better than being shot to death at sunrise."

CHAPTER VII.
'l'IIE SHOT THAT SAVED .A GENERAL.

One thing about the adventure Young Wild West had gotten
himself into through his recklessness and daring was that the
gs.11:.mt sorrel stallion he prized so much had not been taken
from him.
To have p~rted with Spito.:re even for a short time would
have troubled him a lot, for his affection for the horse was so
deep th&t he almost regarded him as a human being, faithful
from the sta rt to the finish always.
It was the same with Charlie and Jim, for they, too, thought
a lot of their horses, while Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, hardly
could have duplicated the piebald cayuse he always rode,
since he had the animal trained as well as anything in the
way of horseflesh possibly could be.
By the time the sun arose the four were well on their way
tioward Belgrade, which lay but six or seven miles to the west
of the big battlefield.
Hostiliti es were resumed shortly after that, and with the
booming of the cannon ringing in their ears, the young deadshot and his partners were saved the humiliation of being
compelled t o ride along with the Chinaman under the guard
of a score of Servian cavalrymen.
Doubtless none of them thought It was much of a humiliation, however, for they now felt that it would not be very
long before they would be liberated and permitted 'to return
to Austrian soil.
Probably none of them was more hopeful than Hop, who
after ricl ing along in sllence for a mile or two, suddenly broke
into a cheerful ditty that might have been composed by some
Chinese composer of more or less note.
Possessing a cracked voice, and not being able to sing, anyhow, when the song started it was quite enough to amaze if
not almost dismay the soldiers of the guard.
But Hop kept right on singing, using his best Chinese to emphasize the words of the ditty.
Wild and his partners were forced to smile, in spite of their
surroundings.
"That heathen ain't feelin' in slch a good humor as he's
tryin' to make it look, Wild," tho scout observed, as the song
went on. "He's jest doin' that to make these fellers think
that he don't care a blame what happens to him."
"Vlhich is a mighty good thing for him to do, Charlie," was
the reply. "Hop 111 certainly a wonderful fe1low, While his
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acting that way will hardly have any bearing upon the ultlmate result of this little adventure of ours, it certainly will
let the Servia.n soldiers know that he is about as independent
and indiffereRt as a prisoner can well be."
"Oh, that's all right. Let him sing. But I couldn't help
sayin' what I thought about it."
"You d.o n't feel ex actly as happy as you look, Charlie," Jim
Dart spoke up, with a sm1le."
"Maybe you doI).'t, either, Jim," was the reply.
"Perhaps not. But the old saying is that if you keep a stiff
upper lip you will get through a narrow place a lot easier."
"Putty narrow jest now, ain't it?" and tfit, scout looked
about him and shrugged his shoulders.
Then Wild laughed lightly.
Hop brought his song to an abrupt termination, and turning
to the lanky Servlan who was riding at bis side, he said:
"You velly nicee man. Me likee you um whole lot. Maybe
you likee havee lillee cigar."
He was so pleasant in the way he said it that the soldier
nodded his head in the affirmative, though of course be did
not know what the Chinaman said.
"See here, Hop," Wild, who was right ahead of him, called
out sharply. "Don't you give him a cigar that is loaded .
While I hardly think he would dare smoke it now, he might
do it before we get -0ut of this scrape, and then it l)robably·
would make a little further trouble."
"Allee light, Misler Wild, " was the reply. "Me no givee um
cigar with powdee in, !en. Me givee him goodee cigar."
"Don't give him any cigar at all. You are lucky that they
didn't talre everything you had from you when the search was
made."
"No takee velly mucbee, Misler Wild. Me gottee evelythling
in um pockee, so be. Um big levolver and lillee pint of tanglefoot, too. Ley no flndee. Velly gleat coat me gottee."
"Keep still about it, or the first thing you know some of 'em
will understand what you're sayln', an' then you w-0n't have so
many things," the scout advised.
Hop kept on in his jolly way, occasionally bursting forth
lp. something like a song, and then rattling off a lot of lingo
that made him appear comical, even though it was not un·
derstood by his captors.
In this way they continued on, and in due time arrived at
the city.
The prison, which had been taken charge of by military
forces, was located in about the center of the city.
It was a strong place, well built of masonry,· and when they
were bought before the huge iron bars after being forced to
ride through a sort of alleyway which was rather dark, it
occurred· to our friends that they might be forced to endure
a whole lot of unpleasantness for a while.
But there was no use of trying to say anything to their
captors, so after some preliminary business had been gone
through, men in charge of the jail took them under their
guard, the horses j:Jeing led away, no doubt to be held until a
verdict in regard to .the alleged spies had been arrived at by
the officials of that portion of the army.
When they were finally placed inside the prison they found
several others there, all of them being charged with spying.
These were Austrians, with the exception of one man, who
was a German professor, as they were not long in finding out.
The German could talk several languages, among them
English, and he was glad enough to find some one he could
tell his troubles to.
It did not take the young deadshot and his partners more
than five minutes to satisfy themselves that he was not a
spy, but that he real1y had been caught by the enemy while
in their terr! tory.
The fact was the German professor had been abroad, and had
taken the chance of making a short cut in order to get into
Germany, when he was seized in Belgrade and promptly aocused of being a spy, and then locked up.
- When he informed them that he had a cousin living in the
city who was quite a powerful factor in the politics of the
municipality, it struck Wild that something might be done
in their behaif.
"Won't they permit you to send a message to your cousin,
professor?" the boy asked, after they had been talking perhaps half an hour.
"I have tried to induce them to do it, but they will not
listen," was the reply.
"That's all right. You leave it to me. Come with me to
the barred door, and we'll see what we can dt> with the guard
outside."
Quickly enough the German went with him.
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As the two peered between the stout iron ban of the pr1aon
door they could see the Servlan guard pacing up and down, his
musket over his shoulder.
Wlld was not quite prepared what to tell the professor to
say to him, so he paused a moment and then suddenly turned
to Hop as a thought struck him.
"Come here, heathen," he said.
"\Vhattee mattee, Mlsler Wlld?"
"I bel1eve you said that among the other things you still
had in your possession was a flask of whisky."
"Velly goodoe tanglefoot, Mlsler Wild."
"All right. .Jnst hand It over."
·'Vi'hattee mattee?" and Hop looked eurprised.
"Hand it over, I say."
"Allee light,~ and out came a pint flask, which was nearly
filled with liquor.
"Here you are, Professor," the young deadshot said, passing
It to tl10 Gcrmo.n. "Now then, see if you can't induce that
fellow outside to have a message sent to your cousin. You
had bl'tter write a note If you have anything to do It wltb."
"I have been pe1 rultted to retain the pad and pencil which
I had In my possession when I was captured," was the retorl
"Very well. Write a note and state your case as briefly as
possible, at the same time urging your relative to do all he
can without delay to liberate you."
"And you, too, my American friends."
''Well, you can put It that way if you like. Don't forget
the Chinaman, too, for he is going to furnish the means that
wlll cause the n,ote to be delivered, if it Is delivered at all."
'' I certainly won't forget him."
Then the professor stepped back nnd quickly wrote the note.
Having done thi1:1 he stepped to the bars at Wild's 1mggestion and quickly attracted the attention of the guard.
When the flask of !lquor was held up the guard gave a
start, and then looking around cautiously, hesitated a moment
and stepped over.
"Talk to him, professor," Wild said.
The German did so, and the result was tha.t both the note
and flask were accepted.
The guard took a sly nip at the flask, and then secreted the
nett~ In his pockel
After this he kept pacing up and down as before.
But a happened that It was not Jong before II man came to
relle\'e him, and as he was passing away he looked at the two
who were still watching at the bars and nodded to show
them that he meant to del!ver the note.
A little after an hour later the professor's cousin appeared
at tbe door of the jail in company with two military officials.
It must have lwen that he had considerable mfluence ln the
city, otherwise he could nev8r have accomplished what he
did.
In less than ten minutes the German professor was given his
liberty.
But the young deadshot and his partners were left with the
C'hin:unan among the rest of the prisoners, not a word being
sald in their behalf.
"Wild, you was a fool to help that Dutchman out.'" the
scout declared, when the door had closed after the professor
was lib"rated.
''It locks th.1t way," was the reply. "I didn't tn.ke him for
that sort of a mo.n."
But while they were still talklng it over ten minutes later,
--the door of Ule jail opened again, and in marched two soldiers,
who promptly beckoned to the three Americans and the Chinaman to follow them from the place.
•· I 1 eckon we made a Ettle mistake about that professor,"
Wild said, as they passed out of the gruesome place and proceeded along the pa.ssage toward the bright sunl!ght which
could be seen shining through an arched doorway ahead.
·· Yes, it does seem that way," was the reply.
Once they got outside they were Informed by an officer who
could speak German that they were to be paroled until the
arrival of Genera.I Krusheva, which might happen at any
tim~.
'' Much obliged," Wild answered, smilingly. "I suppose you
mlgllt Jet us look at our horses. We brought the1,1 all the way
from the Wild "\Vest of America, and naturally want to see
that they are properly taken care of."
This -was duly translated, and the result was that they were
permitted to go in charge of four guards to where the horses
had been stabled temporarily.
·
The animals were all right, and after looking them over our
friends came outside, a.i::.d not having a.nythin&" else to do,

walked out into tho big square that was near the ja!I and sat
down upon t'. bench.
As they were under parole It mattered Uttle where they went
in the city, so long as they did not get out of reach of the
guards.
They hr.d seen nothing of the German profes2or or his cousin
since they left the prison ahead of them.
But they knew It was pretty certain that through them their
release had been accompllshed.
The ultimate result would surely be tbat they would be
given their liberty.
As they were sitting on the bench of the little part, which
was entirely devoid of trees at that point, the clatter of hoofs
sounded on the hard stone pavements a short distance away.
Turning in that direction, they ~aw a -number of gaily uniformed cavalrymen approaching.
"I reckon the general ts coming, boys," Wild said, as he
arbse to h!s feet. "That looks like hlm ridiug in the mldet
or that gang."
"That's just who it is!" Jim exclaimed. "General Krusheva,
as they call him, is coming with his bodyguard."
There was no mistake about It.
It surely was the general, and knowing that he was the
one who would probably liberate them after being notified of
the influence that waa working In their favor, Wild took it
upon himself to go and meet him.
He turned townrd a big stone building from which the
Servian flag was flying rather proudly, and just then th<>re
was a commotion in the ranks of the approaching riders.
It seemed as If the general's horse had suddenly gone mad,
for it was leaping about. somewhat after the fashion of a
bucking broncho.
The members of the guard scattered to get out of the way,
and seemed dismayed.
No ono knew more about a horse than Young Wild West,
and turning quickly to the Chinaman, he said:
"Hop, is that gun of yours loaded'!"
"No, Misler Wild. But me flxee velly muchee qulckee."
"All right, put a couple of bullets in the chambers and hurry
up about it. The general's horse has either got the blind
staggers, or has gone stark mad. I reckon I'll have to do
something to get solid with him. If I can't do any better I'll
kill the horse."
Hop understood, anJ with remarkable quickness he took out
the wads that held In the colored fire powder from two of the
chambors of his big revolver and slipped In bullets.
The two chambers or the lever that was attached to the oldfashioned weapon forced them Into place, and ,the revolver
was in readiness.
Meanwhile the horse was dashing straight across the park,
bucking and rearing, while it snorted in fury.
Wild started for the spot after slipping the big revolver in
the holster at his side.
Charlie followed him closely, but Jim and Hop remained a
little in the rear.
Suddenly the general, who showed that he was an expert
rider, became confused and lost control of the animal ent:rel.f.
Then there was a mighty leap and a swing of the hina
hoofs, and the rider went rolling upon the ground.
Instead of continuing on in his wild rush across the park,
the -animal turned suddenly and dashed straight at the fallen
ID?.11.

The horse had gone stark mad.
After throwing the general it turned upon him to trample
him to death.
Young Wild West understood the situation and, pulling his
gun, he leaped toward the rearing steed.
Cro.ck!
Even though It w::is not his own revolver, but a. weapon of
the old-fashioned type, the bullet went true to the mark.
The neck of the steed was broken, and with a snort it
lu:i.ged over to the left an.d then went sprawllng upon the
pavement.
'l'he life of General Krusheva had been saved by the dash!ug
young American deadshoi.

CHAPTER VIII.
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Wild ran quickly to the fallen general, who was mo.kin;:
'rantic efforts to get upon his feet, but seemed u 11able to do so.
"I reckon overyth!ng is all right, gcucral, •· he .:aid, as h11
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CURRENT NEWS
A profound sensation has been caused by a rumor that
when this war ends, no matter which side wins, Gibraltar,
the impregnable fortress at the entrance to the Mcdite1Tanean Sea, which has been held by the British for two hundred years, is to be restored to Spain under a secret treaty
between Germany nnd England.

f

product of the electric furnace. This takes the place of the
powdered aluminum that is used with nitrate powders and
is much cheaper than that, besides being stable under ordinary atmospheric conditions. Sabulite does not e:x.plode
when burned or when hammered upon an anvil.

Hale Britton, of Richmond Center, Ohio, started down
his pasture lane the other night, when his dog stru.:k
a coon trail a.nd soon landed the coon up a tree. Britton,
went to the house for a shotgun and when he returned he
could just see the coon high up in the top of the tree. Ile
shot at the animal several times, then decided the ahotgun
was too short-ranged to reach him. After telling his dog
to keep a close watch, Britton went over to Dr. Tinkham's
house and the two returned with Tinkham's rifle. From
then on until 1 o'clock they took turns firing at the coon.
Finally t..h.ey built a fl.re and waited until daylight. Then
Twelve years ago Oscar Diceman, now of Hudsonville, they learned the coon they had been shooting :i.t all night
Mich., saved a little girl from drowning in a canal in Hr:il- was a crow's nest.
la.nd. He was profusely thanked by the child's father, and
shortly afterward came to this country and forgot all
Famishing, crawling on his hands and knees like a.n
about the incident. Recently, however, he received a letter animal, and close to madness, Samuel H. Baker, a promfrom the old country saying that the father had died re- inent Denver attorney, real ei;tate and mining broker, arcently, and in his will provided a bt)quest of $9,000 for the rived at Thompson, Utah, December 3, after having been
man who had saved. his daughter's life.
lost for five nays in the Utah desert. Ile had been without food or water, and his only sustc11a11ce came from a
Abel Cartwright, who lives near Peabody, Kan., cele- small can of milk which he had put in his pocket when
brated his one-hundredth birthday anniversary by driving he st.arted out. Baker and M . .J. Gill, of Demer, harl
his own motor car and carrying his relatives and friends gone to Salt Valley, twenty-two miles Routheast of Thompabout the country. Relatives from Illinois and Kansas son, to inspect some radium properties. Baker, provided
were present at his home and neighbors gathered to take only with a light l_unch, hired a horse Hm1 set out alone
part in the celebration. Mr. Oar±v1 right is a native of across the desert. Saturday night he reached a sheep
Vermont. He h:i.s been married sixty-six years. The first camp and turned the horse out to graze. 1'he animal
vote cast by Mr. Cartwright was for Martin Van Buren for returned to Thompson. Sunclay mo~ing, Baker, failing
President of the United States. He is still in good health to find his horse, started out on foot in search of the aniand enjoys driving his car.
mal. He reached his uranium claims, lmt, continniog his
search for the animal, became hopelessly lost.
An aviator who has just returned to Paris from the
front tells of the difficulties encountered by the flying men
Over thirty years ago Thom~s Ec1i,;on, the im-entor, said
on reconnoissance dutv. He said: "We are forced to fl}' that some day the phonograph woultl perfect the telephone.
at a height of about o~e mile and a quarter, which m:.kes His prophecy is partly realized in his latest imention,
observations difficult, as small objects, even with the aid called the telescribe. The lelescribe i~ ,1 simple little inof the strongest glasses, assume unfamiliar shapes and be- strument. An ordinary desk telephone i5 1'cp1i1•l)8d with
come foreshortened. If we fly under that height, we are two transmitters and two receivers. The talker uses one
greeted by a hail of rifle -fire, ,,hich is fa,r more effective set and the other set is attached t-0 a phonograph record,
than the cannon. We fear the rifles more than the burst- which takes down every word that is s:1id on lbe -.rire. It
ing shrapnel, as the fire of the regiments, concentrated on is easy to see that Lhc new invention can ],a'.'e mans uses,
a single object, i5 for more deadly."
bad l!S well as goocl. It can pr rform sen ice in r1aking
criminals confess, ns it will be possibJ,, to u~e it i11 much
Sabulite is the name of a. new explosive, invented in Bel- the way that the dictograph has been employed. Tt will
gium, now in use in Australia and New Zealand and re- be valuable for business men who de,ire lo li:.tYC records
centlv introduced at the Anaconda mines in Montana. It of their conversa,tions over the wire. 'l'lH~:e are m:.m:v casea
is fr;m 30 to 50 per cent. more powerfnl than dynamite of this nature in which it will rome in lrnwly. The apand can he exploded only by a percussion cap. It is a mix- paratus is so made that it takes down co1wcrsntious of
ture of nitrate of ammonia, trinitrotoluyl and calcium sili- nearly any length without its operaJ inn being hear<l. en
cide. The l.a~t, which is the essential principle, is a recent j the phone.

The Pittsburgh National League :Daseball Club announced recently that it has forty-four players under contract for tho 1915 season. The number is comprised of
seven catchers, :fifteen pitchers, eleven outfielders and
eleven infielders, and does not include the veteran, ''Hans"
Wagner. No fear is felt that Wagner will not sign with
the Pirates. The veteran always waits until the team
leaves on its training trip before signing.
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THE F,\IR BANDIT
By "PAWNEE JACK n
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER VIII (continued)

with pride and joy.

He saw a chance whereby he could

"I ask nothing more," was tl1e answer of the young be able to redeem himself in the eyes of the father of the
hunter, "and I will restore her to your arms or die in the girl he loved-not that he cared a.ny too much for his
attempt. She is far dearer to me than she is to you, a.nd opinion, but it was Lorretta of whom he was thinkingwhy should I falter? No, Harvey Gorman, you shall have
your child again, and I, Harry Payne, will sa"i'e her from
the hands of the bandit queen. Rest easy, for it will not
be many days ere she is in your arms again. But she shall
be my bride. You must not, you shall not, forget your
promise to me!''

CHAPTER IX.
TREACHERY.

Harvey Gorman cou1d "·ell afford to laugh once ~1e
realized that Harry Payne, otherwise known as "Handsome
Harry," though not a friend of his, would aid him in restoring to him his child. He had not the slightest intention of keeping his word and allmring his daughter to wed
him, but so long as he worked for him and aided him in
his villainous schemes -he could well afford to let him
think he was the chosen one.
"He is both brave and fearless," he said to himse1f, as
he pondered over the schemea that had taken possession
of him, "and he will, be of great help to me in aiding me
. to secure the release of Lorretta, Silver Spur wants her
for his bride," rubbing his hands together as he ,opokc.
"and be must have her, for he has so much gold, so much
money, and she could not do better. Let this Handsome
Harry, as they call him, expect to win her as his bride, if
he wishes. It does not matter to me. It will do very well
for him to think so. And if he is keen enough and brave
enough to restore her to my arms, then I have nothing
more to say. Only this-my daughter, the heiress of Harvey Gorman, shall never wed a penniless adventurer like
Harry Payne. I would r-ather sec her dead than his bride,
and I hope to heaven I may never live to see the day. I
would kill hr.r with my own hands before I would see her
the bride of one I despised. And I hate Harry Payne
more than any other person in the wide world."
Why did he hate him? Because he was all that was
good ancl noble and true. Because he was far above him
ju everything. Because he possessed tho nobility of character which he had never possessed, o.nd never would.
Harry Payne left th~ rieh man, his heart overflowing

Lorretta, the girl he loved far better than his own life.
So when he left the presence of tl1e rich ranch owner he
organized a band who were to invade the wilc1 mountain
abode of Belle Bouton, the bandit queeu, and force her to
give up her fair prisoner. But those things are easier
said than done, and he startccl for the retreat in the midst
of the mountains, not knowing how it would end.
It wn.s a dark, moonless night when he reached the retreat of the bandit queen The sentinels were all sleeping.
Whether it wa./\ a natural sleep, or whether it was from
the effects of the strong brandy witl1 \l'hich their generous
queen kept them supplied, it was hard to say. At any
rate, the invaders rlid not find it a hard task to enter the
ahode of the famous Belle Bouton, and bear away with
them the fajr Lorretta, who hac1 been her prisoner for some
time. It was the first time such a thing had ever happeDec1, ancl but for the fact that the leader of her band
\\·as worn out by his hard day's work such a thing would
never have happened.
"Courag<' !" Harry Payne had whispered to his beloved,
when faint and trembling 1ohe founcl herself in his arms.
"Do yon not know me, sweetheart? Do you not recognize
the voice that is speaking to you? Ah, surely you ought.
Surely, it ought to be the sweetest music in all the world
to you!''
"Harry!" she panted, clinging to him as she spoke.
"Oh, Harry, I am so glad to see ~·on, dear; I did not know
that you were with me, I did not dream that you were
near, and you have come to save me; yon will take me
away from my lonely pri,;on house. I say lonely, for although I have had a pleasant time here, it is indeed lonely.
The bandit queen has not been unkind to me. She has
tri.ed in every way to make my stay here agreeable, but it
is all in vain. I am with you at last, dearest, and you can
never know the joy which fills my heart."
He drew her close to him and kissed her Lrow.
"Never mind, s,reetheart," he said, soothingly. "You
are all the world to me, and I am more than pleased to
sec you. Your father has already promised to give me
your hand _if I would rescue you from the bandit queen. I
have kept my part and saved you from her, and now he
mllst keep his word in return."
She made him no reply, for she realized better than
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he did the strength of her father's promises. No one knew
better tha.n she did how little he thought of them, how
soon he would break them, and yet she had faith in him
at the last moment.
"He cannot be so cowardly as to break his promise to
you, Harry," she whispered. "For bad as he is, ):le would
not dare do that. We a.re safo enough on tha.t score. I
know he is not a man to be trusted, even though he is my·
own father, yet he wo11lcl not dare be so false and heartless
as to break ,his word."
"His word will not count so long as I haYe yo11, Lorretta," he answered, in a whisper, "and I will not doubt
him until I have a. good reason to uo so."
He little dreamed how soon he would have good reason
to doubt the man whom he had never trusted, anc1 yet he
hac1 a faint idea that all was not well; ·ancl when he took
the beautiful Lorre.tta by the hand to lead her to the father
who pretended to mourn for her, he was slightly suspicious
of him.
"If he does prove treacherous in the end, he will prove
himself a far greater scoundrel than I ever dreamed he
was," he muttered to himself, "and I must be on my
guard, even though he be the father of my fair Lorretta.
One never knows in these times who is his friend and who
is not. I hope, however, for Lorretta's sake, that he is my
friend, not my enemy, for I 'should not wish to harm him
in any way because he is my Lorretta's father. But I
swear that if he tries to play me false, I will show him no
mercy.
A smile of joy -Cluled Harvey Gorman';~,lips when he
once more beheld hfo daughter's beautiful face, and when
she was safe in her own room he turned to the brave youth
who had restored her to him.
"Seize him!" he ordered a couple of sturdy fellows who
stood near-by. "Seize the beggar and confine him in the
cellar! He has scrvell my purpose well; now put him out
of my way!"
And in spite of his frantic struggles, brave Harry Payne
was overpowerccl by the ranch owner's tools and dragged
away to the cellar, where he wa:; Lhrust into a c1a.r k ceU
where there wa,; no chance of escape. 'rhus was l1is courage an<l trust rewarrlcll by HarVC.)' Uonnau.
CHAPTER X.
I.\:" THE IT.AXDS OJ.' A YILL,\IN.

When Star Eyes stabbed Blnrk Wolf, the treaeberon~
Indian chief, she believed tlic wound was fatal, and she
hoped she had. killed him. 'rherc was no remorse within
her heart, and she returned to her father's tent, walking
as q1.lmly as if she had only beep for a ramble in the forest. She hclcl her graceful head proudly erect, and her
dark eyes flasheu.
"Star Eye& had Leen gone a long time," Gray Hawk, a
powerful brave, said gravely, meeting her. "Too long.
But perhaps she met Black Wolf, and he detained her.
If so, it is well."
"Star Eyes did meet Black Wolf," the maiden replied,
her bosom rising and falling in anger. "She met him and
she also met the brave, handsome pale-face, Border Eagle,
who has a-iven his heart to her."
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"And has not Star Eyes been forbidden to meet this
pale-faced youth, this bold Border Eagle?" the chief asked
with a scowl black as midnight. "Did not her father,
Gray Hawk, tell her that she must not see him again?
Still she disobeys him. Does Star Eyes forget that she is
an Indian princess in whose veins flows the blood of her
royal Indian mother? Would she wed with one of the
race who are her father's enemies?"
. "Star Eyes will wed with the one to whom she has given
her heart," she answered, haughtily. "She does not forget that 8be is an Indian princess, and she wilt wed the
man she lo,(es. That one is Border Eagle, the pal~-'f'/.\,fe
hero, whose eyes meet the sun's strong rays unflinching~
- 1vhose hand is firm and steady-whose aim is sure! It
is he to whom Star Eyes has given her heart; it is to him
sbe will give her hand!"
"She shall neYer bestow her hand upon the pale-face,
for Gray Hawk, her father, has promised her to Black
Wolf, the great chief, who wishes her for his wigwam. He
has honored her by choosing her from all others, and she
shall wed him! Gray Hawk· commands Star Eyes to become his bride!" the chief said, sternly.
'fhe maiden drew her slender form erect, while a clangerous light crept into her eyes.
"Star Eyes is an Indian princess; therefore, she obeys
no one's commancls," she answered, haughtily. "Not even
those of Gray Hawk, her father. She loves the brave Border Eagle, her pale-face lover, and she will wed him. She
hates Black Wolf, the cruel chief, even though he be one
of her own people, and she will never wed him!"
Gray Hawk's eyes flashed, and he took a step forward,
seizing Star Eyes by the arms.
Star Eyes' only 1:eply was a haughty toss of the head.
slowly and with great dignity. "She must not think of
weclding the palc-face--she shall not! What! an Indian
princes prove a traitor to her own people? No-a thousand times no! I would rather see her lying before me
dead than l;i_e so false, so treacherous! She must wed with
Black Wolf., Gray Hawk, her father, commands her, and
when he says she shall wecl with one of her own people
she knows what it means; therefore, let her prepare to become the briclc of the great chief this very night."
Str Byes' o.nly reply was a haughty toss of the bead.
Gray IJ awk saw it, and,, steppi 11g back, he folded his arms
across his breast, looking sternly at the maiden.
"Listen to the wc:,:ds of Gray Hawk, Star Eyes," he
said, slowlY, "and remember them well. The pale-faces are
our cnemier;; they have always been our enemies, and so
they will be until the end of time. ·we are human aJ:l well
as they are; we have souls as well as they; and still we
arc not allowed their 1-tri.\•ileges. We have no rights; we
cannot lift our voices and demand what is rightfully ours,
£or these men, with pale, white faces and cold, gleaming
eyes, rob us of everything, the same as their forefathers
robbed our forefathers. They took from them their lands,
and drove them back step by step, until only the barren
wil<lerncss was left them for a home; they made them believe they were merely slaves; and they are doing it yet
with us."
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
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TO FLY THE AMERICAN FLAG.
Since the pas.sage of the act of August 18th, eighty-one
foreign-built vessels of 285,268 gross tons have been admitted to American registry. Of these, nineteen -are passenger steamships, and sixty-one are freight vessels. According t.o Commissfoner Chamberlain, additional ships
are, being added to the American registry every week.
Sixty-eight of the above vessels were formerly unqer the
British flag, eight were German and five were Belgian
·
Yessels.
PROPOSED BALTIC AND BLACK SEA CANAL.
The commission appointed by the Russian Duma and
Senate four yea.rs ago has reported favorably on the proposed Baltic a.nd Black Sea canal scheme. It is proposed
to canalize the Dnieper and the Dwin~, the former flowing
into the Black Sea at Kherson, and the latter into the
Gulf of Livonia a.nd the Baltic Sea at Riga. - The. sources
of the two rivers at the divide would be connected by
artificial waterways. The length of the canal would be
1,540 miles.
HUNTS RABBIT, FINDS GOLD.

HOW "A.MERICA" WAS WRI'l''l'EN.

In connection with the recent presentation of the original manuscript of "America" to the Harvard College Library by the surviving chijdren of the Rev. Dr. Samuel
Francis Smith, author of the hymn, the following account
by Dr. Smith of bow be came to wrii.e it is revived:
"The hymn 'America' was the fruit of examining a
number of music books and songs for German public
schools, placed in my bands by Lowell Mason, Esq. Falling in with the tune in one of them, .iww called· 'America,'
and being pleased with its simple and easy movement, I
glanced at the German words and, seeing that they were
patriotic, instantly felt the impulse to write a patriotic
hymn of my own to the same tune. Seizing a scrap of
waste paper, I put upon it, within half an hour, the verses
substantially as they stand to-day. I did not propose to
write a national hymn. 1 did not know that I had done
sn. 'l'he whole matter passed out of my mind.
"A few weeks afterward I sent to Mr. Mason some
translations and other poems; this must have cha.need to
be among them. This occurred in February, 1832. 'l'o
my surprise, I found later that he had incorporated it
into a programme for the celebration of July 4, 1832, in
Park Street Church, Boston."

Jess Connell, one of the owners of the Humboldt mi.ne
in the Trinity range, N e,:!da, has perhaps discovered a
mining prospect in the Trinity range district.
Connell's find was unusually forhmate, inasmuch as it
was made while he -was hunting jack-rabbits for his
eYening mea-1.
Wliat he supposed to be an outcropping of lirnl)stone and
granite was in reality gold quartz, and a sample with
which he returned is es.timatcd by old-ti.me miners to nm
about $5,000 to the ton. The ..-ein approximat~s six inches
in width and crops for 30 feet.

(

GIRL SOMNAMBULIST CUTS OFF HER CURLS.
The mystery of what became 0£ the pretty flaxen curls
of Miss Corda Loft, of Brashear, Mo., who lost them while
she slept in her borne, has been soh-ed. The curls were
found in a suitcase under her bed, and because of a dream
which she recalls having t1mt nigbt she is con,inced that
she cut them off herself while walking in her sl eep. ·
The loss of the young woman's hair, discoverccl when
she arose and found what was left badly bobbed, has furnished one of the principal toyics of conversation here
since.
"I remember dreaming that I was going to l1;ave Brashear, and that I was packing my grip," she said in recounting her experience for the several hundredth time.
''Look in the suitcase then," sugg·ested one of her practical bearers. And in tl.it suitcase was the missing hS1ir
and the scissors which the young lady had wicldccl on it.
Miss Lof:t has been a somnambulist for several Jears
and has had a number of queer adventures while walking
in her sleep.

VEHUO:N"T'S BIG CROP OF CHRIST11'.IAS 'TREES.
'l'he mmual shipment from this State of Christmas trees
to the city markets was made recently. 'l'he total was over
1,500,000 trees, by far the largest number ev~r harvested,
and for which the Vermont farmers will receive about
,
$100,000.
One la.rge Indianapolis buyer died the past year, but his
widow continued the business successfully.
-The trees are crmsigned in carload lots to commission
merchants iu the large citic~-Ncw York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and the large1· cities of the West as for as St.
Louis.
Each tree !S neatly sawed off nea.r the base, trimmed
and tied and then bundled, the largest trees going in a
lmndlc by themselrns, and other bundles holdir.g from
two to twelve trees. Tte farmers receive from 3 to 15
cents apiece for trees; the ultimate consumer pays all the
way from 50 cents to $10. Each carload contains from
500 to GOO bundles, and averages 1,500 trees to the car.
The fir tree is the standard variety, though balsam
trees are in great demaiid in Kew York because of their
,
fragrant odor:
'I'he 1910 Legislature passed a law establishing a license
fee of 25 cents for each person or firm dealing in Christmas trees, but the Legislature of 1912 repealed it. While
many claim that the annual harvesting of so many young
trees will soon defore3t tbe State, others deny it, pointing
out that the buyers confine their work mostly to back
pastures where there is a large scconcl grnwth of trees and
numerous "scrubs." Some farmers this season received as
much as $300 for their product.
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THE LUCKY BOY TRADER
By DICK ELLISON

,

_(A SERIAL STORY).
CHAPTER VI ( continued)
"That's it. Whipping don't do any good, my boy. You
can take him back to the stable now, and tell Joe Bankhead that you have broken him from kicking."
"Hanged if I do !" said Joe. "If he found it out he
would ,.rut up the price on him. I'll just try my luck ton10il;,FO'W in swa.pping.
I know a man who will swap a
good horse for him but for his kicking, and another one
who would give eighty dollars for a good horse who won't
kick."
The next day Dick went out with the horse to a pla.ce
w_here country people who rode or drove into town were
in the habit of hitching their stock, and he challenged
them for a swap.
They laughed at him, and said they knew that horse,
and that he would kick things to pieces."
"Say," said Dick, "he wouldn't kick at a hornet, much
less a horse fly," and to show them that he meant what he
said, he actually passed between the horse's legs, and cut a.t
them with a svitch.
"Who broke him from kicking?" a countryman a.skecL
":N"ever mind about that. He will never kick again,"
aml to pro_ve it he had to help the countryman hitch him
up to his buggy, and they drove him out of town fbr
nearly a mile, and no horse eve1· behaved better in harness.
His speed was good, much better than the farmer's
horse. and he was also a good saddle horse.
The countryman was pleased and offered to make an
even swap.
"Get out!'' said Dick. "You don't know a good horse
when vou see one. This horse has twice the speed that
yours "i1as, and you can see he is as gentle as a kitten.
Your wife can dri rn him, and if she wants to go fast he
can put the dust on anybody in the road."
"How much do you want?" the countryman asked.
"\Vcll, 1 ought to get twenty-five dollars."
"Well, you won't get it from me."
"All right," said Dick. "You arc not the only man in
the world who wants a good horse."
"I'll girn you ten dollars to boot," said the countryman.
"Thai',; all the money I've got with me except a fi.vec1ollar bill.''
"_\.11 right," said Dick. "If you'll put in the other five
it is n tra<lc, and you'll ha.Ye a better horse than you ever
had in Your life."
•
·'J.'hev •dickered over the firn dollars for nearly an hour,
am1 t1i'cu the swap was maclc.

Diak rode the countryman's horse down to the livery
stable, and asked :
''What do you think of this horse, Mr. Bankhead?"
"Whose horse is it?'' the stableman inquired.
''He's mine. I made a swap for it."
''The deuce you did l Who did you swap with?"
"Sam Braselton. He's only seven years old, so Sam
says, and as strong as a horse of his size ought to be, and
sound from his nose to the end of his tail."
Bankhead looked into the horse's mouth, and agreed
that he was seven years old.
Then he mounted him and rode him up and down the
street a few times.
"Look here, Dick," he asked, "did you- let Sam know
how that horse kicked ?"
"No ; I told him he didn't kick at all."
"Oh, thunder I He'll have you arrested for falae pretenses. It is against the law to make such false state-ments o.s that. He will tear the :first buggy to pieces tha.t
he hitches him to."
"No, he won't," said Dick. ''I broke him from the
kicking, and he won't kick at a hornet. Braselton knew
whose horse it was, and told me about his kicking, and
he hitched him to his buggy and drove him a mile out of
iown."
''Well, I'll be hanged!" gasped Bankhead, and Dick
smiled and asked what he wanted to be hanged for.
'""\Vhat sort of a swap did you make?''
"I got fifteen dollars to boot," was the reply. ''The
bargain wa.s that you would divide whatever I could make
in a trade with him. You put him at twenty-five dollars,
which you told me was more than you could get for him."
"All right. I will give you twenty dollars more and
call it even."
"All right," said Diak, and be took the money. Before
going home he went down to the depot and divided the
thirty-five dollars with the old circus man, who, of course,
waa duly grateful.
":Now,' Uncle Jack," said Dick, "don't tell anybody
about your breaking that horse from kicbng, and I'll see
if I can't pick up nnother trade like that."
"All right. I'll keep mum."
That night Dick told his mother of his good luck. He
sho\n>d her the seventeen dollars a.nd a half that he had,
and begged her to let him keep ten dollars of it in order
to enable him to make other trades when he saw opportunities to do so.
Iler faith in either his good luck or good judgment
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became so strong that she agreed to it, and he beggea her
not to say anything about it to anybody.
But Bankhead, the livery stable man, told the story to
others, that Dick Doubleday had broken his horse from
kicking, and had made a swa.p with Sam Braselton, ·got
fifteen dollars to boot, and that be had paid him twenty
dollars additional as his share of the profits.
People scouted the idea of young Doubleday breaking
in a vicious horse, for nobody in Danbury had ever known
hhu t-o have anything to do with horses.
, · They shook their heads and said he got somebody else
to do it, and all predicted that Braselton would come to
town with a broken buggy for the blacksmith to mend up.
A number of the boys asked Dick how 4e broke the
horse from kicking.
"Wl1y, that's easy!" he laughed; "but I'm no~ giving
away the secret, and it isn't the only secret I have, either.
If you'll catch a honey bee and bring him to me, I'll show
you how to break him of stinging, and won't charge you
anything for the secret, either.''
"All right," said Jimmie Raines. ''I'll do that if you'll
tell me how to bold the bee while bringing him to you."
"That's another secret," laughed Dick.

CHAPTER VIL
TIIE DBACON AND HIS DOG.

Up to the time of his first horse ·swap Dick Doubleday
had no definite idea as to what his future occupation
would be. His luck at trading finally suggested to him
that ho make that sort of business his occupation.
"Mother," he said, after she l1ad consented to his keeping ten dollars out of the seventeen and a half he had
made out of the horse trade, "I'm pretty good at trading.
and I guess I'd better keep on at it as loug as I can make
it pay."
"Why, yes, Dick, for it seems you can't get anything
else to do 111 Danbury; bnt you must be very careful.
You can·t afford to lose that ten dollars."
"Of com~c not. I expect to make it grow instead of
losing it. rm sorry ,vc harnn't got a stable en the place
here, because there is money in horse Lrading."
"\Yhy, Di ck, what in the world do you know about
horses?"
"Vcry little, mother, but Uncle Jack just knows all
about them, and he ha.s told me lots 01 things about how
to mend up horses anu make them actually feel young
again: He says he can take an old, broken-down horse,
lw.lf-stanecl, and make him fat in a week or two, and one
can get twice as much for him."
"Yes ; but it costs money to feed a horse."
"Oh, yes, I told him that, but he said it wouldn't cost
as much as I thought.it would. He told me, though,
never to trade for a horse with swollen joints, or one that
was injured in any way; but that half-starved horses,
whose limbs were sound, were always a good investment.
You know he was for years a trainer of circus horses."
The news of his horse trade spread all through Da.nburv. and his old Grandfather Morris heard of it.
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"I wonder if he is going to turn h~rse trader?" the old
man snorted. "It's the worst business in the world. I've
heard it all my life that horse haders have to do more
lying than people in any other business. He's a bright
boy, and so was his father, but with all that he never got
along in the world. I never see the boy at church. His
mother used to make him attend Sunday-school, but I
·
never see him there any more."
"Well, I can tell you the reason why," said the old
man's wife. "He stays at home and helps his mother
of Sundays, which his father used to do. You may say
what you please about him, Josiah, but he's good to his
mother."
"Oh, yes. His father was good to her, too, but he
wasn't able to provide for her."
"Very true; but how many men in this town are doing
much better? There aren't ten in a humlred who succeed
in doing more than making a living. Dick is a bright
boy. He loves his mother, and I'm quite sure he will be
able to take care of her. Just think, he isn't over sixteen
yet."
"No ; and he ought to be in school instead of horse trading and attending cock fights.'' ·
The stern old deacon could never get over that little
cock-fight, and the trade he made with Mose Wright, the
dealer in game chickens, was always a sore with him.
The olcl lady resented the accusation of his attending
cock-fights, and · denied that he ever did such a thing.
"It was Mose Wright who set the chickens to fighting.
He wanted to find out if the Black Spanish was really a
game chicken."
The old deacon kept a splendid yard dog on his place,
and on the following Sunday morning, when he started
to clrnrch, the dog followed him out on the street.
Two wagons were passing through the town, a;:id under
one of them was a big yeliow cur. Before the deacon wa~
rC'ally aware of the fact that his llog had followed him
out iJ.1 the street, the yellow cur and the yaTd dog were
chewing each ')ther for all they were worth. N nturally
the deacon and his 'llifo sloppe:l.
"Land 8:1kes ! ThafR our 'rip!" exclnirnecl the old lady.
The deacon stopped and looked on; so did the dr-i-rer of
the wagon.
It was pretty near an CYen match betwqen foe two dogs,
hut they were tearing each other so that the old man
finally made up hjs mind to take a hand in it himself as
peacemaker.
.Re rushed out into the middle of the street with his
cane, and began belaboring the other dog.
rrhe wagon driver rprang out with his whip, and began
cutting at the deacon's clog.
In about two minutes the two men were belaboring each
other.
Of course other people on their way to church saw it,·
and were horrified.
The wagon driver used a good deal of profane language.
Neither man knew the other, but each one was taking up
for his own dog.
(To be continued)
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A .fine milch cow belonging to Mrs. J obn Yoeman, of
Franklin, Ind., was killed in an unusual ";ay when she was
being led from the pasture to the barn for the night. When
Mrs. Y ocrnan crossed the railroad track a train was heard
approaching. Despite all effort:.; to hurry the cow across
she :firmly insisted on planting hersel£ in the middle of the
track until struck by the train.

A man who said he was Il'faurice Goldblatt, No. 4833
Prairie avenue, a violin instructor at the Chicago Musical
College, telephoned a local paper that he bad found a
peiu1 valued at ll,51150 wbile eating oysters in a restaurant
on Wabash lffcnuc. He said his dinner cost 90 cents, so he
made a profit 0£ $149 .10 and got his dinner for nothing.
Enca Bossi, a member of the Italian Aviation Corps,
arrived here recently from Genoa on the liner Tomaso di
Sa,voia, with a commission from the Italian goYernrnent,
he said, to purchase in the United States aeroplanes and
aircraft motors of high power. "The Italian government
has seventeen dirigibles," be said, " two of which are as big
as Zeppelins; 280 biplanes, and seventy hydroplanes. Several of the latter have been constructed so that they can
launch torpedoes." Mr. Bossi said that he had been working on a big aeroplane for flying long distances over the
Mediterranean, which was equipped with 'a 600-horsepower engine. He will turn it over to the government.

New York
After more than 100 years' continuous service the town
pump ori the square in Navarre, a village five miles south
of Massillon, Ohio, has been removed to make way fo r an
ornamental iron drinking fountain to be supplied by the
municipal water system. Patrons of the old well have
raised a storm of protest. T hey declare the village water
is unfit to drink, but that the old well gave a supply cool
and pure. Rochester Square merchants are pla.nning to
establish a rival founta.in. The fountain craze started in ,
Navarre recently when farmers who .went to market complained they were forced to pump water for their horses
and automobile radiators.
Superintendent Cole, of the Hornet and Iron Mountain
mines, announces that Bear's Dip cave, newly discovered
greatest natural wonder in Shasta County, Cal., is soon to
be wirec1 electrically and thrown open to the public. Because of inaccessibility less than half a dozen persons have
explored its dark depths, conta.ining the strangest, most
highly colored and extreme] y beautiful copper formations
ever f'een . There are many crystal pools, and when illuminated the cave will be a fairyland. It is expected to attract visitors from all -over the State. Metal stalactites of
a hundred colors are being prepa.red for display at the
exposition by :M:: E. Dittmar. The mine owners believe
the cave will become as great au attraction as eruptive
Mount Lassen.
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Prank Tousey, Pnbflsher
168 West '23d St., N. Y.

across tho river from Huntington, W. Va. Suiter is an
old rive:nnan, now engoged in farming. Though lie is
sixty years old, he docs not anticipate passing away in the
near future, nor does he anticipate the demise of bis wife
or son, but he wanted to "be prepared." He J1as dug three
graves, just wide e.i,ough to flt the coffin of each, and with
just enough slope to drain properly. "Oh, it doesn't worry
me at all," said Mrs. Suiter. "Jasper wauted to lrnow
that our graves were dug proper, and so he did it himself.
He s:iid he didn't want anybody digging his burying place,
because they'd do it in the quickest way possible, and so
he did it, and took his time. I reckon they're done right."
Suiter worked on his last resting place in moments he
could spare from farming.

.

. . :Ql2-··---_,._,....-GRINS AND CHUCKLES

Missionary-If you are nbout to kill me, let me sing a
hymn. Cannibal-No, i;ir ! No music with meals in this
Centre County, Pa., has at least two Dia.nus, Mary and place.
Zilla Sharer, who killed a deer. The girls clxagged it a
half-mile to their home, skinned and dressed it. The buck
Boy-I want to buy some papor. Dealer-What kind of
had four prongs and weighed 160 pounds.
paper? Boy-You'd better give me fly-paper. I want to
make a kite.
Frank Lewis a.nd Isaac Gearhart, while digging for fern
roots on an island three miles below Danville, Pa., unSilliwon-Do you believe in long engagements? Oyniearthed a rust-covered iron box. They found in it $16,000
cum-Of
course. The longer a man is engaged, the less
in Mexican silver, $30 in gold Spanish doubloons and
time
he
has
to be married l
$1,000 in smaller coins of ancient mintage.

GOOD CURR.E~'l1 NEWS ARTICLES

Ezra Light, who resides with his son, Ellsworth Light,
on one of the dairy farms near Hershey, Pa., is a Temarkable man for bis age. p...v-:.,ough seventy yea.rs old, he has
worked in the harvest field during the pas'. summer and
at present husks seventy shocks of com a day. This is a
record that is not excelled by many in this entire community.
Miss Dora Keen, of Philadelphia, who left August 15th
for Harriman and College Fiords, Prince William Sound,
with a party of three men, to explore the glaciers of the
fiords and the mountains behind them, has sent word to
Valdez, Alaska, that her expedition has been succr.ssful.
The members reached the sources of the Harvard glacier
at 6,000 feet elevation, sixteen miles from the face of the
glacier. A pass from the head of the glacier to the Mattanuska Valley was not found.

"WJ1at's a cowboy?" asked Fangle's seven-year-old boy.
"I ]mow," replied five-year-old Freddy, beforn Fangle
cculd aJ1swer; "it's a bull."
Little ~re<l~ie (after. listening to parental quarrel)j\fomma, 1f a little boy 1s Yery, very good, does he have to
get married when he is grown up?
J\Iessenger--\Yho's the swell ye was talking to, Jimmie?
Rim an' me's worked together for years.
He's the editor of one o' my papers.
~ ewsboy-Aw !

Nell-A girl shouldn't marry a man till she knows all
about hin1. Belle-Good gracious ! If she knew all about
him she wouldn't want to marry him.

"Are you going to see the opening game at the Polo
Gro1mcls, Jimmy?" "Raw. ·what's de use? There ain't
If a one-anned man succeeds in supporting a wife and a knot-hole anywhere in c1e whole concrete waJl."
thirteen children on 11;4 acres of irrigated land, why
Honey Child-Mamma, Miss Prim has been here an
should a man with a small family and two sturd_y arms
complain a hard luck? E. R. Davis, a native of Utah, hour and the clock's going yet. Fond Mamma-What do
was engaged in mining until he met with an accident and you mean, clearie? Why shouldn't it go? Honey Ohildlost his left arm. He bought four acres of land in Mil- But papa saic1 when you told him Miss Prim was comino"'
ford Valley, Utah, of which but a little over an a.ere is that she was enough to stop a clock.
under an- in-igation ditch. From this small portion of
irrigated land he says he has supported a family of fourA farmer boy and his best girl were seated in a bugg_y
teen in comfort. He raises vegetables, fruits and berries. one evening in town, .vatching the people pass. Nearby was a popcorn vender's stand. Presently the lady reBecause he doe8 not trust gravediggers, Jasper Suiter marked : "-1\'ly ! That popcorn smells good !" "That's
has prepared a sepulcher for himself, his wife, a.nd their right," said the gallant companion. "I'll drive up a little
son Roscoe in their family plot neaJ: their home in Ohio, closer so you can smell it better."
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MY ADVENTURE WITH S}IUGGLETIS.
By Col. Ralph Fenton..

The war of the rebellion left the United States with an
enormous debt to pay, the interwt on which ran up into
many millions. To meet the interest, as well as reduce
the principal a little every year, required a revenue system that taxed the patriotism of the American people
severely. The duties on imports were doubled-in some
instances they were trebled-and thus the prices of certain articles were raised to very high figures. For instance, the duty on silk goods was put at seventy-fhe per
cent. Dealers took advantage of that to ask one hundred
per cent. more for all kinds of silk goods. The result was
that many attempts were made to smuggle silks through
without the payment of duty. To smuggle through ten
thousand dollars' worth of silk was to make a clear profit
of seventy-five hundred dollars. No wonder, then, that
men in the silk business were watched by the customs
officer,,.
One day the head of the custom-house in New York
City sent me a note requesting me to call on him at his
private office, afrer office hours, that airernoon. Of course
I went, wondering what he could want of me. We were
well acquainted. I had done some fine detective work for
him on a former occasion, for which I was well paid, and
received honorable mention in hie report to the Secretary
of the Treasury at Washington.
"Ah," said the collector, as I entered the private office,
"you a.re ,ery prompt, as usual."
"Promptness is one of my hobbies," I replied.
"Take a seat."
I sat down in a large easy-chair, facing him.
''I've got some work for you."
"Smuggling?" I asked.
''Yes; and I have located it as going on somewhere
around the circumference of the United States."
"Have you nothing more definite than that?"
":No. It's a profound mystery to all in this department."
"Are you sure none of :vonr officers are engaged in it?"
"Yes. We haYe watched all the custom-houses along the
coast and along tho border of Canada, and still it goes on."
"Then there must bo collus10n somewhere," I remarked.
"I am quite sure there is not. We have been on the
watch for six months."
"What line of goods is it?"
"Silks. Certain parties in this city and Boston haYe
immense quantities of silks on the market, which they
ttre willing to sell at prices that savor of smuggling. Honest dealers reported them to us, and we have exhausted
:.ill our ingenuity in trying to find out where they got
them. You are the only man who I believe c:m unearth
the mystery. You can have carte blanche for men and
mono:;·. Take hold anu do your best. Don't waste any
time in watching custom-houses. The smuggling is not
done there:''
"IIave vou no clue?" I a.skou.
"None ·whatever, further thau the fact that they lia,e
the silks on the market for sale."

17.

"Have you w·atched them?"
"Of cour::e "·c haYc."
"Well, I'll sec you again in a week or so;· said I, rising
aml shaking ha.nds with him.
"Good luck to you," he replied, as I left the office.
"Herc's n. hard job," said I to myself. "If I work it I
will ham a grip on a fortune."
The th-st thing to do was to disguise myself so completely as to utterly sink my identity. My long e.."'<perience !IB a detective had taught me that art to a marked
degree. Then, armed to the teeth, I began hanging
,iround the large house that was putting the silks on the
market, waiting to see what points I could pick up.
On the third day I made a discovery. A grocer's wagon
drove up to the rear of the house a.nd emptied a load of
barrels on the sidewalk. I also noticed that, while there
were many packages waiting to be carried into the basement of the immense -establishment, the barrels were rolled
in first.
"1.Vhat does n silk house receive in barrels?" I asked myself, as I saw them disappear into the basement.
An hour later the same truckman returned with another load of barrels. That decided me to watch the
truckrnan. I followed him, and found that he came from
a grocery ho-r.se on the other side of the city. While waiting and watching there I saw :mother truck come and
deliver a load of the same kind of barrels to the grocer.
"Oh, ho!" thought I, "the grocer and silk man are partners in this thing. I'll follow that truckman and see
where ho get.'! the barrels."
The trucknum led me to the depot of a certain railroad.
There were a lot of other barrels there waiting to be remo,ed to the grocer's place. I saw from marks on the
bnrrels that they crune from a grocery house in Portland,
Maino.
Satisfied tha.t something Wll.8 wrong down in Maine, I
hnstened to prepru.·A myself for a visit to the.t pa.rt of the
world.
Two days later I was in Portland, quietly loitering
around the grocery house whose name I had seen on the
banels. Inquiry at the Portland custom-house revealed
the fact that Dodge & Jump, the grocers, never imported
nny goods through that port.
"I am on the right track," I mutrered to myself, as I
le-ft the custom-house. "But where do Dodge & Jump get
the silk? That's the question. They deal largely in potatoes, and ship thousands of barrels annually to New
York. I could sea the pots.toes in the ban-els. I noticed,
ho,vever, that the potafo barrels were diffot-ent from the
others ~nt to the New York grocer."
Farmers came in with wagon-loads of potatoes f!Very
day, and for a whole week I stood around a.nd watched
them come and go. One day I sa.w a farmer come in with
nino barrels. Seven of them contained potatoes; two of
them, I was suro, contained something else. Keeping my
eye on the two !!UBpicioua barrel.a, I noticed they were immediately separated from the others.
"::N" ow, Mr. Farmer, I'll attend to you," thought I, and
immediately I went to a livery stable and h:ixed a good.
saddle-horse.
Once in the sa.dclle, I doiied tho tu.mer to a- &W1J1.
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: rom me. He left town, crossing the river. So did I. He.
'kept the shore road. So did I. He passed leisurely along,
and I kept far enough behind to a-void exciting his suspicions.
At last I saw him turn toward the beach and drive down
to an· old weather-beaten house that looked as though it
might be a :fisherman's home. The house was not fifty
yards from the water's edge, and just high enough to be
above the waves in a storm. To the left of the house was
a small inlet in which several boats were riding at anchor.
'.'Oh, ho, my fine fellow," thought I, "you may be a
fishennan, but I don't ·believe it. I'll ride down and have
· a talk with you, to see what you look like."
I rode back a mile or so, a.ncl tl1en turned again. When
I reached the locality I saw a mn.:n come forward, as if to
meet me before I could reach the house. He was a brawny,
muscular-looking man, with a pea-jacket and a pair of
great boots on, the whole surmounted _by a fisherman's
hat. In his moutl1 he cani.ed a pipe, from which he puffed
clouds of smoke.
As I rode up he gave me a stare that plainly asked:
"Well, what do you want here, sir?"
"Good-day, sir," said I. "Do you rnside hereabouts?"
"I do," was the reply, as he thrust his left hand in his
pocket and pulled away at his pipe.
"I am looking for a place to purchase a summer resi
dence," I said.
"Where do yer want to buy, stranger?"
"Anywhere along the coast here."
''Waal, I dunno as I know any one as wants ter sell,
'thout it's. McNaughton, up the coast a bit."
"How far is it :from here?"
"A bit o:f five or six miles, .sir."
I looked around at the setting sun. It was just sinking
behind the bills.
''Could I hire a man to go with me there to-night?" I

asked.
"No."
"Can I stop here, then, for good pay?"
''No. \Ve aren't got room."
''Oh, I can sleep anywhere, as long as I have a roof over·
my head."
"Couldn't do it, stranger," was the emphatic reply;
"ther old woman wouldn't have it."
''Let me talk with your wifo, and I - - "
"Yer can't stop hyer, stranger. We ain't got room."
He wliB very emphatic.
''It's a good road to .McNaughton's. Yer can't · miss it,
nohow."
"I shall have to try it, then," I remarked, turning away
very reluctantly.
Riding back up the hill I noticed the old fisherman eyeing me very suspiciously. In looking back, I also glanced
seaward, a.nd saw a bark standing out, low down in the
water.

"Here's the n~st o.f the silk smuggling," said I to myself. I'll go into the wooc1s, and to-night slip down the
hill and see what's going on in and about that old house."
Under cover .of darkness, and leaving my horse tethered
in the woods, I crept down the hill toward the cottage. I
saw fow; atalwa.rt men oom.e o:_u.t and start for the beach.

I was about to :follow, when a blow from behind on the

back of my head stretched me senseless on the ground.

When came to I was lying in the bottom o:f a boat_, out
at least a mile from shore. I made a movement with my
hand, and found that I was bottnd a helpless prisoner.
"Hello!" exclaimed one of the four men in the boat.
"Did yer buy McNaughton's place?"
"1 couldn't find it," I replied.
They laughed.
"We'll send yer ter Davy Jones. Maybe you'll find that.
Yer can't miss it."
"Where does Jones keep?" I asked, anxious to gain time
to think.
"Just a little below hyer," was the reply, at which the
otheTS chuckled.
"I say, stranger, yer a New Yorker, eh?" one asked.
"Yes."
"Come out ter see about that 'ere silk, eh?"
"Yes."
"Thought so." Another chuckle among them. ''Waal,
we're the very chaps. We do the thing :fine. Thar's a
bark out thar thet's full to ther decks with silk. We git
it in o' nights, an' ca.rry it in like tateN in barrels. 'rhat's
how we do it. Now, ,don't you wish you hadn't come, eh?"
"Ycs, I do. You've got ·me foul. I weaken."
"Don't do thet, mister. Die game. Chuck him over,
boys."
Two of them seized me, in spite of my protests, and
hurled me head foremost into the sea.
Splash!
Down, down I went, seemingly a hundred feet. I m~de
a desperate twist and freed my hands. A thrill of jo-y
flashed through me. J was a splendid swimmer. Exerting
myself, I rose to the smface and found the boat out of
sight jn the darkness. On the shore I could see the lights
in the hut, ancl commenced swimming for them: In an
hour J struck the beach. I crept up the hill to my. horse,
mo1.mtecl, and hastened back to Portland as fast as he
could c~rry me, reaching there a little before dayhght.
That morning I went to the Collector of the Port and
got a dozen men, arme~ ,and mounted. Then a revenue
cutter wa's placed at my service. I led the men by land,
wl1ile the cutter went a.round tq in,tercept the bark.
We descended on the hut on the beach like a thunderbolt. 'l'he men were so surprh,ed they c1 td not fire a ~hot.
'l'he fact that I was alive and on top completely unnerved
them. 'l'hey surrendered without a blow. , vVe found an
immense quantity of silk in barrels Teady to be carted to
town as potatoes. The cutter captured the bark and the
whole cargo was confiscate.a. My share of the haul gave
me money enough to retire from business, if I so desired.
But I shall never forget the adventure and my close call.

___ .

.,...,.....,..___..,.__

Smith and Jones were discussing the question of who
should be head or the house-the nian or the woman. "I
am th~ breadwinner. YVby shouldn't I be?" "Well," replied Smith, "before my wife and I were married we made
an agreement thR.t I should make the ruling in all major
things, my wife i.n all the minor." "How has it worked?"
Smith smiled. "So far," he replied, "no major matters
have come up."
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NEWS OF THE DAY
What are believed from markings and form to be relics
more than 100 years old of the days when the Hudson
Bay trapper traversed the Oregon forests are two large
traps recently uncovered on the Upper McKenzie River by
workmen on the Government road crew. The traps, which
are huge affairs, hand-forged and of odd design, were
found by Walter Boon, a resident at McKenzie Bridge. He
uncovered the traps three feet underground, while building
a new piece of road at the foet of Deaclhorse grade, just
above StrawLeny flats, eighty miles east of. Eugene, Ore.
Many years ago, when David Hammond, of Wilmot, S.
Dak., now known as Uncle Dave, was in the prime of life,
he met and loved a young girl just budding into womanhood. Something estranged them. The young woman
married another. Rece,ntly Uncle Dave, long a settler of
Roberts County, left on a trip to the East, the object of
which he refused to disclose. He returned home recently
accompanied by a bride, his sweetheart of almost a half
century ago. She was Mrs. Barberg Burke of Illinois.
The bridegroom is eighty-four years old; the bride\ sixtyfour .
A curious, strange specimen of lizard or scorpion was
- c~ptured by Walter T. Todd, near the trolley station of
the Chambersburg, Greencastle and Waynesboro Street
Railway Company at Highfield. 'rhe reptile, or what not,
was about eight inches in length and the color of brick
dust. It was found lying on the ground only a i'ew feet
from the station 'tnd, on account of the rain and cool
weather, was unable to use its locomotive powers very
actively and was easily captured. The reptile had an
elongated body without scales, four short legs and short
tail, and its body was almost as tough as rul>ber. -Where
it came from no one seems to know.

thropic corporation. The guests are charged a no~inal
sum for room and board. In the summer it goes on sails
at night, returning in time for its passengers to go to
work in the morning Last October the boat sprung a
hak and sunk when a supply of coal was being taken on
for the winter, but the water was pumped out and the
hotel again floated.
The new school promised McCarthy, Alaska, by Delegate
Wickersham ob his last visit has brought up another problem more puzzling to solve. It is the question 0£ a teacher.
One faction wants a teacher young am1 pretty, while the
other faction wants an equally efficient but homely teacher.
Old-timers pointing to the example of other camps declare
that a young and pretty teacher will not be able to stand
out the first month, but will succumb to the many offers
of marriage which it is confidently declared will come from
the susceptible sourdoughs and lonely miners of the creeks.
The parents of the children to be educated want a plain
if not positively homely te~1chcr, one who will stay on the
job; while the ardent woul<l-be swaius are just as warmly
espousing the cause of beauty.

Bert Hall, of the Vancouver Champions, is entitled to
a place among the notable peif.orm.ers of. the Northwestern
League in 191,.1:. Up to the close of the regular season he
had pitched :fifty-four consecutive innings with only one
run scored against him. September 15th, pitching against
Seattle, he added eight and one-third more innings to thi~
number, making his record sixty-two and one-third consecutive innings with only one run. This appears to be a
record for the present Northwestern League, and there are
no figures available to controvert it in the Pacific N orlhwest circuit, which ended in 1903. Over in Idaho they
have a little on them in this line of talk, as it ·will be recalled Walter Johnson_. when he was with the ·Weiser club,
A twelve-pound sweet potato raised by T. 0. Smith on
seventy-five consecutive innings without yielding
pitched
his patch, in Forsyth, Ga., caused Z. M. ~ifaynard, a local
run.
a
warehouseman, to "crawfish" out of an agreement that
he had made. fastening to Mr. Smith's bragging about
From the Cumberland Mountains of Pike County, Eastthe size of some of. hi.-; potatoes, Mr. lVIayn~rd stated that
he could cat "at one sitting" the biggest potato that Smith ern Kentucky, comes the story of a.n old mountaineer who
could raise. When Smith hurried home and returned with attended his own funeral services, being carried to the log
a tuber that tipped the beam at twelve pounds ancl resem- cabin meeting house to listen to the words of the evangeli11t
bled a prize pumpkin rather than a sweet potato, :i\Ir. :May- who havels through the mountains. Jud Jlfaerson, a typinarcl brggecl to bt• rcli.eyec1 from his agreement. The po- c:1.l mountaineer, liviilg in one of the wildest sections, some
tato, vvhich is a specimen of unusual size, has been on dis- distance from_ Elkhorn City, became ill ancl feared no
funeral services would follow ms death. Therefore when
play at 0lle or the local banks.
the· exhorter made his periodical trip through the hills he
The odct"cst hotel in New York Qjty is the balf.-ccntury- requested that his funeral Le held. The day was appointed
old ship Jacob A. 8/amler, mooretl at the f.oot of "\Vest and the monntain people from miles a.round flocked to the
Twenty-third street. The five-deck vessel is the home of Jog cabin chu?'ch. Maerson, who had been failing fast, was
seventy-five girls and young men, most of whom are or- much improved on the day of the funeral and was carried
phans. The Stamler has its own electric-light plant, and, to the church. The 'obsequies, as is often the case in the
as other hotels advertise, "all modern conveniences." It is mountains, were made a gala occasion, after the services an
owned by the Arbuc-kle Deep Sea Hole). Company, a philan- old-fashioned dance being held.
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INTERESTll'JG ARTICLES
A:Y INDIAN WILLIAM 'TELL.
Bcforc the coming of the_ white man to this country,
there lin,tl in the region of what is now Florida a tribe
of Indians. This tribe was rnled by N ewakeu.m, a chief
whose renown as a master of the bow and arrow had
spread ornr the entire peninsula. He had many sons, but
he loYed Nogani the best of all. The tribe lived in peace
and tranquillity on the game brought in by Newakcum
and his brnves.
But in the year 1537 there came a change. W1ute men,
mostly Spaniards, led by Ferdinand de Soto, came to the
village 0£ N ewakcum. From the· first they looked on the
Indians as inferiors and treated them as such, and this
was returned by a deep hatred on the part of the red men.
Accordingly, when one insolent fellow insulted a native,
there arose a quarrel, in which he was killed. De Soto
demanded reparation.
Now, among these white men, there was a certain Rudolf
of Switzerlnn3, a brother of the man who was killed. Going to his chief, he demanded the life of one of the sons
of Newa.kcum. De Soto said to him: "Let us serve
these savages as the Austrians served that famous William
Tell of your country. We will ha.ve the chief kill his own
son."
Rudolf told Newdccum of his general's plan, which was
to happen on the morrow. He, going to De Soto, said
that he would consent if they would leave his village and
go on their journey. De Soto agreed.
On the next; day N ewakcum bade his Gon to be brave
and to stand perfectly motionless, as he would hit the fruit
and not touch him. Noga.ni, knowing his father's skill,
promised to do so. Then, when all was ready, N ewakcum
bent the bow and shot the an-ow, which cleft the fruit on
Nogani's hcaJ. De Soto lived up to his promise and with
his followers ldt the country and N ewakcum neYer heard
of him ngnin.

CHHL:fl'}IAS TOYS MADE IX A:i.\fERICA.
One Milwaukee concern is doing its best to avert a
Christmas toy famine threatened through the failure this
year of the "mad~ in Germa.ny" crop. It is a hobby horse:
factory which is turning· out something like 500 hobby
horses a clay besides a large output of other sorts of toys.
It ships over lti,000 rocking horses a. year, the majority of
them to points ir;side the United States.
The rocking home M it first appears in the factory is
mereiy a round cedar block, the log being cut in horse
iengths. 'l'hc block is clamped into a turning lathe and
in a short time it is takrn, out the exact shape of the complete body, minus the liead and leg-s. Hundreds of these
legless anu head.less b::idies stacked into great piles present
a grotesque appearance. But after heads, legs, manes and
tails are fastened on aml the body painted and mottled
they are quite sightly.

Milwaukee also has several .factories which turn out
quantities of doll buggies and other toys. Doll carriages
are made here in all kinds, from the little inexpensive ,!Ocart to the 1914 model cars large enough for a life-size
baby, and with the same springs and other details of construction.
In other factories are made writing desks, bookcases, doll
dresses and chairs for boys and girls.
"In 1913," said a manufacturer, "the importation of
toys from Germany was valued at wholesale rates at
&i8,856,575 . The factories of the United States produced
playthings worth about $8,264,000.' Eliminating such articles as sleds, velocipedes, etc., the A.nerican output of
what we makers ca.11 real toys was not much more than
~H,000,000 . The market in low-priced mechanical toys
must come to a standstill. We cannot compete in this
country with the cheap German goods. I do not mean the
really good mechanical toys; those we can and shall make
in America; I mean the kind you buy on the street for
five and ten cents."

A WOODPECKER'S STOREHOUSE.
A section of a telegraph pole that stood recently along
one of the railroads near the Pacific Coast has been fairlv
rirldled aud !ioneycombed on its four sides by thousa,;cls
of holes pecked a.ncl bored out by the California woodpecker. Of course, these numerous cavities weakened and
destroyed the usefulness of the pole, which had to be cut
<1own and replaced by a new one. 'rhe damaged telegraph
pole is the result of the wisdom and foresight of this
smart little bird who is abk to sec far beyond the end of
his bill. It was occasioned by the problem of food and a
practical knowledge of the necessity of laying something
by for a rainy day. WLcn autumn len,vcs begin to fall and
hints of frost are in the atmosphere tlie woodpecker puts
in his spare moments hiding fat, juicy acorns in nice little
cavities pce;ked out by himself in pi1 e trees. If these are
scaree in the particular region or his habitat n, high telegraph pole is considered ideal for a safe storage plant.
'11 hough practically hidden from outside interference,
thcge food store-houses arc not beyond the reach of certain pilfering enemies of the bird and animal world, such
as the jays, ma.gpies ancl squirrels. To be on the guard
against these robbers, the bird bores a deep cavity sufficient to take in his whole body, and there he stations himself to guard against any approaching marauders and trespassers. In consequence, there are numerous battles, and
the ordinarily well-disposed and peaceful woodpecker,
among its kind, becomes a vigorous fighter and all intruders are attacked and driven away in a hurry. During
the spring and summer the food supply of the woodpecker
consists of fruits, berries and to a great extent of various
insects.. From its destr'uction of the young larvre and
many insect pests, the bird is looked upon as of considerable economic value in the community.

NAME CARDS

NOISY HA.~KERCHIEF'.
A great deal or amu•ement
may be had with tl)ta little
article. rt Imitate, the blow1nr ot the noae exactly except
that the noise ., magnltled • at
leaat a <lozen times, and

Tho newest rnd In plcton
They are be11ut1rully
postals.
!1thc,graphed In a vartoty ot
colon and ha.vo various name•.
ouch na Harry, l!ldlth, etc.,
printed on the reverN aide.
Just the thing to ma.II to your
trlenda. Price 8 !or 10 centa,
by mail, postpaid.
Centre St., B'kl7D, N. Y.
1815
H. F, LANG,

1ound• JUre the bn!l.e-horn tn a

Germen band.

i

Thia device la

naed by almply placlnar It between the teeth

and b!owlnar. The har.der the blow tha louder
the nolH. Price, 10c. each by m&ll postpa.ld.
li . .t' . LA...'10, 11115 C.,ntre St., B'kiyn, :, . • •
JAPANESE TWIRLEB.

V ANJSHING A.ND REAPPEARL'\'G EOO.-Very
fine, easy to perform and
lt produces a marvelous
and myatlfylng effect. Egg
11 made to a.ppear and
Yanlab right before the
Beautltully made.
eyea.
Price, 26c.

,.....,..,._
VOICE JffROWfDfl 1OC:~;,::;"'a:_:::;:

LT;:Jn:·~:.;;.~~~~·--,·

R1MUUMJ1l.nthmoutb.
...
ue Al,,_., bolad.4 tr..." ~i:s~~;/!;~T.'=
il
wonderful Imported paper 1 ;:::7'.:;-:7-:-------....:=.:..:.:::..::...::.:::::.:'..:'.::::...
By a elmplo mantpu,
novelty,
1auon ot tho wooden handtes a
l!i:urea can
number of beautiful
~
be produoed. It ta.kea on aovera!
co m b I n a t I o n • of ma.snl,flc4tnt

A

KORKf ft Repea t Ing

LIQU ID Pl TOL

:!.°J' t:Ttho°:: vtc~'::n:C:.1

SURPRISE LETTER DRllM.
Stuns-! That waa one on
you! Th• joke"? You send a
!rlend a letter. He opens It,
and that relea1ea the drum.
Inatanlly the •heel ot note
paper begjns to bang nnd
thump !urloullly, with a rippin~.

tee.ring sound.

Prtce, ltc., po1tpald. ::u
oolor1.
lnJury.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,

Perlf'i.·'i) 1a1r• ~ u,·, wti.h"u ,lannr 0 1 le,alqe. B'1re, aud ~
ti1 Plllllur tbt trlcr81'. Load• lrom au 1 L1 llid
:~ :•rii"d,pa r,eqatr.d. o-.., •1a abot1 1u on. 10Jtnr
.. .,,..,.., 1 LD:,-f1, Ii•. Pt11lol W!tbrubber-conrel
ti
1
,:.:::• 10&. S:ota&e.n •eparata, 10ft. bend ~un•r

29 W. 20th St., N. Y.

lNITIA.L

,v

,·taa.r,••

ATCH I•OB..

ord•r ,,r

.

U .:,

PAIIKO. STU~liS & CO., 273 Slllrv11 Ava., Brno ,lyn, 11: y

1

Quar•

anteed to make a man with iron nerves alYou can catcl>
most jump out ot hla ekln.
the sharp st wisenheimer with thla on•. Don't
Price, 6c, each by mall.
mlaa c-ettlni: & tew.
O. BEUR, 160 W. 62d St., New York City.

SNAP BACK MATCH SAFE.

It has a neat enaineled black atrnp, ana
amalJ secure buckle. with a patent catch so
that no wat-cb can ailp off. The handsome
tortot•e ahtt-ll pendants are bes.utlfnlly engra.vei:1 with any 1ntttal you deatre. The letter
ls tlre gilt, cannot rub otr, and la 1tud~ed with
Theee Coba are the
nine Barrio• d lam on de.
l>lcgeet value ei·er offered. Price, 25c. each,
b> mall, poatpald.
by msll ,
FRANK SIDTH, 888 Lenox ATe., N. Y.

EIGB"T

G.AM-'!J~ Fon

H) OJIINT81

Cbe,a Cbeoller11, F'o:x and <.iee-.e. Nine M;n Morrl•
A utbo.ra, 1otroduot.1ou G me f:+panlih Prlaon Oomi'
•
'
noes; a whole yea.r's amuseinent.
and tbe .. hole thlnr tor only
•
~end 100. toda 7 a.nd set •II eight 1rames.
\'I n:rland Co, 104 D<'lnWIVe Ave., Duttalo, N. Y,

THE AUTOlllATIC RUX!lo~G l\IOUSE
Tl>I• mouse Is ao
nearly a per!ect Im!t&•ion of the live ani,
mal as to not only de·
ceJve the ladles, but
•
to even deceive the
Inside each IUOuse la a Ht or clock
· cat.
work which you wind up with a key, then
place the mouse on the door and it will run
I ra.pidly in every direction in a circle a.cross
the lloor backward and !orward as It to got
Suddenly set It &golns In a room
away.
where there are ladles, an<l you will have the
tun• or hearing them acNam an<l jump unon
the chairs to esoape the little rodent, 'J.'bls
mech&nlcal mouse Is well worth 60c., but wo
;'~l~.•ell It for SOo., and ae12d It by mall post-

10c

IT')
~

~

Just out l A trick match aate.
It Is a beautifully nickel le<l box,
n! the olze lo hold matches. But
when your friend presse1 the
spring to take out a match, the
lid flies back, and pinches hi•
ftnger just hard tnough to startle WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 'W. 2Gth St .• N. Y.
wllhout hurtln1r him, This ls &
dandy!

lU

ALU.I\UNUllJ LIGHTER.
The neatest little lighter on the
market, haridy, aare, and ahvay1
r~a~y tor use. It contains a Jong
a reservoir for l{asolel1e
l\ icK,
re-mo,·able brass fnstd8
anti a
Crume to which a Ille wheal le
attached. Thia whe6I eogagea a
Coric Iron flint which 1s pushed
up from a tube in the reservoir.
A 11lngle turn or tho wheel generates a spark and lights the wfck.
paici.lce, 18e. each by mall, postWOLJ,F NO'~"ELTY CO.,
29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
JU M PINS CARD.-.\

Price, 15c. each by mall, poatpald.

n:-

~~:~~~m1.ltt~ff~~~~k,A e::reo~~
ed card rett1rned to the
deck jumps high Into the
air at the performer•s command. Pack Is beld In one
hand. Price of o.pparatua,
with enou1rh cards to p•r•
fonn the trick, lOo.

F, LANO, 1815 Cflntre St., :B'ldyu, N. Y.

THE PEG JUMPER,
A ver y

e!l'ectlve
pocket trick, eully
to be pertermed by
any one. }\. mtnia.ture
paddle Is ahown. Centre.I holoa are drilled throu1rh It. A wooden
Jeg la Inside of the upper bole. Showing now
b•th sides or the paddle, the performer ca.uses,
. 1,y •Imply breathing upon It, the peg to lea.ve
the upper hole, and appear In the middle one,
Then It jumpe to the lower hole, ba.ck to the
mld<ile one, and laetly to the upper hole.
Bc>th al4 .. ot the p&ddle are repeatedly shown.
Price by ms.11, lGc,.
C. BEHR. lGO W. 62d St., New Y .rk City
·

HAGIC COJNEB.
mystifying a n d
A
Tin
amusing t r I ck.
blanks are placed unden
the little tin cup and
apparently coined Into
dimes. A real moneyPrice, 20c.
maker.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
211 W. 26th St., N. Y.

"B:NOCX-OUT" CARD TRJCK.-F!Ye card1
bp~~~~ ~~~ethoerothaer~ ~~
a handkerchief and aak any per.on to hold
them by the cornera In full view of the audlence. You now take the remaining cards a.nd
request anyono to name any card ehown. Thia
~ne, you repeat the name of the r.ard and
lt&te that you will cauae It to lnvlalbly leave
your ha.nd in:1 pass Into the handil:orchlef,
where It will ba foun<l among the other oards.
At the word "Go I" you ahow that the chosen
card has vanished, leaving absolutely only
two cards. The handkerchief ta unfolded by
any person, and 1n it i• 'iound the tdentlcal
Price, 10c.
-::iard.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St,, N. Y. ,

:~~ *c~~:, a~r::.t

8:!

lTALIAN TRANSFER,

\¥0.L~ f SO Vi,;LTY CO., 29 W. 2Gtll St.., N. Y.
--------------------Tl!JC FIGHTING ROOSTERS.
A full blooded pair ot
cocka.
game
tlghtlng
These l!l!putlan flghtere
havo real teathers, yellow
logs and tlery red comb1,
their movements when
1'lghtln1r nre porre~tly natura.l an<l lltel!ke, and the
·
aeoret or their movements
Js known onJy to tbe operator, who can cause
them to battle with each other aa ottan
and aa Ion,: as dealred. Independent of their
fi,:httnir procllvltle1 they make very pretty
mantel ornamenta. Price tor the pair In &
~~.~~l1.lox, 100,1 S palra tor 2Gc. by mail,

With this remarkable In•
r::,itt;i~t~~:. oonrtt ~::ri~f::;; il . .t. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
from newB])apers or booka,
PIGGY IN A COFFIN
and make perfect copies ot
1
T-hls 11 & wicked pie that
~i;t:~~:P \':,~k:.'ntfi 1';
dlad o.t n.n early age, and h•ro
I
reand
dry transfer proc~sa. cleanly. handy
THE DISAFPEARING CIGAR.
he Is In hls cotT!n ready tor
liable, and the results secured will aatonlBh
burla.l. There will be a great
A now and startlln11 you. Transfer ls a gelatinous sub•ta.nce put
many mourne-re at ht• funeral.
trick. You ask a friend up fn ca.kes. one ot which ts enclosed ,vith a.
...._ ~
tor this coffin, pretty ao It
It he will have a cigar; wooden rubber and tull direction• for produc).
and the mo.n "'ho get•
tricky,
very
la
looka,
momenta
tew
Is
a
but
(which
yes
requiring
so.ya
If he
Ing JSlctures, It
Any picture In the 1t open will !eel re&! grlet. The coffin la made
usually the case), you to make the transfer.
tw.ke from your pocket newspapers can be speedily' reproduced In ot metal, perfectly shaped and beautl!ul17
or cigar case, an ordinary cigar, and hand tt :,our album, or elsewhere, a pert'ect copy bo--- ~quered. The trick Is to open 1t to eee the
o blm. A• he reaches out for It, the cigar lnar made, and oevernl copies can be made 'l)li:, The man that trle» It gettJ hla finger•
nstnntly disappears right before his eye•, trom the same picture, Butterfly and moth 1113d tee!lngs hurt, a.nd Pi!rl:"Y comes out to
You can a.polo- wings oan also be plotured, all the beautl!ul IJ'Unt at ht• Ylotlma. TJ,e t•1bular end ot the
1uch to his astontahment.
1rlze, saying, you are very aorry, but that It colors and marklng 9 on tho winga being trans.. oeffln, which everyone (in. tryin;- to open)
as the laet cigar you had, and the oho.nces terred, and thu:1 an interesting and inetruc- presses inward, contatna a needle which stab•
are that he will Invite you to emoko with him tlve collection ot Insect forms can be made the victim In his thumb or finger 11 every time.
impre11stw0
It you will let him Into the secret. It Is not and permanently preserved in a ecro.p book. This le the lat€:st and a very
done by slelt;ht-of-hand, but the cigar actu- Both young and old will take delight In using trick. It can be opened easily by anyone In
ally dlsappenrs so suddenly that It la Impossi- Trans!er, a.nd the price fs 90 low tha.t all can. the secret, and as a neat e&tch-joke to eave
ble. fur the aye to follow It, and where It baa atto.rd to have this naw process at command. yourself f'l'om a bore ts unsurpa,sed. Price.
100.; 8 tor Ille., po1tpald; one doi<en lt7 - aone, no ono co.n tell. A wonderful illusion. Price only l0c., 3 tor 25o, 1 one dozen 7110
.. j preH, 7~o.
'
Price. lOo.; 8 tor 25c. by mail, postpaid. by mall postpaid.
O. BEHR. lGII W, 112d l:lt., Ne\V ~ork Oit7. WOLFF NOVELTY oo~ 29 w. 26th fit., N. li. WOLD NOVELTY oo .• 21 w. H&Ja .... ll. So

~g:
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TllE ,Jt11\1PTSG FROG.

WIZARD'S PACK OF TRICK CAR.DS.

':Chis .little :ri.ovP.Jty creates

lu
wor:a of laughter.
chief attra.ctivenees hi that
It tekes a, few seconds l>e. fore •ev.plnc high In the 11.lr,
ao that when set, very innocently along aide· ot an unsuapectlng person.
he is suddenly nta1·tled by th0 wonderrul
activity ot thle frog. Prlce, u;c, each by mall
':;.,ostps.ld.
WOLl!'l:' NOVEJ,'l'Y CO .. 20 W. Z6th St., N. Y.

11u1.rvf'llous,

and

af-tonfsh

and

TBIOK PUZZLE PURSE.
The fl.rst attempt usually made,
to open Jt, is to press down the
little knbb In the center of the
purse, when ..a srna.ll needle runs
out and stabs them In tho finger, but does not open it. You
can open It h~for~ their eyes and still they
will be unable to open Jt.
Price, 2cc, ea.ch by mall. postpaid.
·
U. F. LANG, 1813 Centre St., D'klyn, N. Y.

TIXE l''OUNT.llN BING.
A handoomc ring connected with

T.llE AUTOPHONl!l.
A smo.11 musical lnatru•
ment tha.t produceY very
sweet musJcal · notes by
placing it bet.-een -the lip•
with the tongue over the

a. rubh~r ball which 1a concealed

LI6IlT]i.'lNG 'tEICir BOX.
A

otartUng

ancl

plPa.~ing

Utu-

slon ! "'J'he ways o! the world are
devious:' sa..yb Matthew Arnold,
but the ways o! the Llr,htnln!,!'
Trick Bo" when properly handled
are admitted to be puzzlln" and
8 1
0 0
0
~~ge'~\~!~ y;u ru t:fe~ du ~h:~ !t
Repl.,ce the
!u-11 or nice can<il'lid, whe!l you c11n solemnly J;.\.SSur-&
your friends that you co.n tn-fltn.nlly empty th&
box tn their pretr it'O without· opontng Jt; and
taking ott. tho lid ;.. t: ·1,tn. suro euoug-h the cand;
Jr you can change th&
dle:Gl,ppoared.
1 ha.a
candy !!no a pleca of money by following th&
directions gent with each. box. '.'his la th&
M,teot and beat cheap trick ever lnvente,1.
Price, only lflc.; S ror isc., mall7d, :poatpal4.
York City,
o. BEmt, l!lO w. 82d St._.

1i!

N)l

With this trick l'OU tnr•
row a hat, and apprca.ren tly 5ho·-;C::; a card up
through the c r ow n,
without Injuring t h e
card or hat. T}).e opor ..
atton cnn be revf'rsed,
the perrormt:r se~m.lngly
pu•hlng the cnrd down
through the crown into
the bat again. It ls a

amuse a. whole aud1ence. Post .. ·
tlvely no sleight-of-hand. '.!'he
whole trick le ln the cards. Price, S!lo, by
mall, postpaid.
·woLF.F NOVELTY co .• 29 w. Z6i!t St., N. Y.

lllIOROSCO!'..J.
By use of this wonderful little ml•
croscope you can magnify \l drop 01.
stagnant water untH you see dozent
ot cl'a.wllng insects: 12 also uaofUc;
fvr 1nepec-ttng gratn. pork, llnen,
'rhis
ap.d nul'nerous oth er artJqles.
little lnatrument does equally as
good work as the best m1croscopes
and lo Invaluable to the household.
lo mad~ of nest fl11lehed braes; size
when closed lx2½ lnchew. Price, 80c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 C"ntre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

lu the palm of the hand. A gen tie
F1queeze forc.e~ water or cologno in
the face r:,f the victim while he Is·
.::arnlnlng- it. The ball can be in"tantly filled by immersing ring in
l\rater same as a founta.in pen filler.
Price by mail, poalpald, Uc. each.
WOJ.t ..,. NOvm:rY co., 20 w. 26th St., N. Y.

CARD THROUGH THE llAT '.[RIOK

A f>1l1 pack of 6 3 eards, but
by tho aid of th~ Instructions
gJv~n, anyone can perform the
most wonderful tricks. Many
ot the feats exhibited are t,uly

n.

edge, a.nd bloi•1l11g- cently

1nto th'» instrument. The
notes prQd-uced are not
ur;tllke those of the fl.Ce
Wtt send tull
and fl4te.
printed l net r tl ct 1 on 2
\llthereby anyone c;o.n play
anything they can hum. whistle or !ling, with
Price, lOc.; 3 for :.?Oo.,
ve:·y ltttle pra.(•ttce.
malled, postpaid.
WOLF.Ii NOVELl'Y CO .. 20 W. Z6th St .. N. Y.

and intbest the clol!lea:r~i~e~~;c~n~,JJ~t~~f1~:

Is almo1t Impossible. It la 10 •lmple that a
~~~tecs~n learn how to perform It ln a few

Price 1() cents earh, by mall, post-paid
H. I'. LL~O, 1815 Centre St., B'klyo, N. Y.

SURPRISE KINEMATOGRAFII.
The greatest hit ot the
It consists of a
season!
tubo,
-. ., small
'
eye vtew,
a len1nickeled
with met-a.I,
I "'-.
Which lh<i>W8 a pretty baJHand
let girl In · tights.
.
It to a friend. who will b&
dollghted with tho tlrst pfoture; tell him to turn th•
screw fn center of instrument ta change the views, when a. strea.1u of
water •quirts Into his race, much to his die·
gust. Anyone who has not seen this kineme.tocraph in opersttlon is sure to be caught
every time. The fnstrument can be refilled
with water in an Llstant, re:i.dy tcr the next
Price 25c. by mall, postpaid.
eustomer.
WOLFF NOVELTY 00., 29 W. 26th St•• N. Y.
WlllSTLEPHONE
Thls Is one ot the
f nmuslca l
grea •.est
struments ever Invent•
ed. It Is made entirely
of metal and ls almost

O

MANY TOOL KEY RING.
Tltf> woncler of the age. The cr'!'&t1nv1s1ble when In use.
est •mall tool In the worlli, In this
With It, In a few mo· Utt.to inetrumf}nt you ha.,.·o tn oem.bJna.ments, you can learn
, Uou aeven useful tools embracing Key
to p Iay all kinds of
Ring, Pencil Sharpener, Nall Cutter
a.nd Cleaner, Watch Opener, Cigar • tunes, !.ave tots ot run, pI~ase and amt1se
your friends and make some money, too. )llne
C!Jpper, Letter Opener and Screw·
· . ,''\
for either song or piano accompaniment" or
Driv')r. It l!"I not a. toy, but a. uaefut
by ib,elr a.Ione. You pla.ce the whtstle·phone
art!cle. made, o! cutlery steel, tempered und highly nickeled. Thoref&re
In the mouth with half circl<,' out, pla<'e end
will ,;arry nn edtre the f:jamr as any
or tongue to ro,mded part and blow gently·
pJece ol cutlery. As o. useful tool, nothtns
a"' I! to cool the Ups. A few trials will en'a, ..
he.a &ver been offered to the public to equal 'It.
bl one to play any tune or air.
Price, llle., malled, poi:tpald.
.t"l'lce G cents , .,eb by mall, post-paid
Y.
N.
St.,
26th
W.
29
00.,
NOVELTY
WOJ.FF
H. F. LANO, 1815 Oentre St., B'Wyn, N. 1'.
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Solla Cold \Vatches and Knives Civen
FREE
--~ A.way. Anybody Can Cet One FR
DESCRIPTION
Genuine guaranteed 14-c11rat
solid gold cases.
movements are
The Elg!n
warranted, 23-jewelled and
A distinct underecijustod.
every
goes with
etandlng
watch that It cannot be dupllcnt4td at any jeweler's for
less than $25.00.
The watch is the latest ·style
thin model, stem wirod and
set. It Is of that medium
size, exactly ;!dapted to e:lther
A
a lady or g ,o n t I em an.
more accCJrate time-keeper
nevor was made. Thia offer
expires F'ebruarJ( 1, 1915.

E

F'or Twenty (20) Subsci-iptiona at 5 cents
each we will send you
elegant

an

12•carat

Handle

Golf)

Two-

blade Pocketknife with

a

ring

on the end .to

secure ltto your watch
chain.
The

knife

Is

abso•

lutely guaranteed.

This offer holds good
until F'ebruary 1, 1915.

HOW TO SECURE ONE OF' THESE WATCHES
Send us Tweh'e and One-half ($12.50) DoUan for Fifty Snbscrlpt!cns, at Z6 cents cacb, for any of the following publications:

"HAPPY DAYS," "WILD WEST, WEEKLY," "FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY," "PLUCK AND LUCK,"
"THE LIBERTY BbYS OF '76,' "WORK AND WIN" or "SECRET SERVICE." If you cannot get 25-cent

subscriptions from each penon, w~ will accept five individuals for each subscription at S cents in place of each full subscription. Each subscription is for five weeks.
When we receive the money and fifty subscripticns we will send you one of our solid gold watches.

Address

Frank Tousey, Publisher, 168 West 23d St .. , N. Y.

